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Admissions seeks to promote diversity
Programs, procedures encourage multiculturalism
By Michelle Wong
Copy Editor

As admissions officers make their
final decisions for the Class of 1999,
Dean of Admissions Wylie Mitchell
and Associate Dean of Admissions
and Director of Multicultural Recruit¬
ment Carmita McCoy are seeing their
efforts of the past year come to frui¬
tion. In retrospect, the current issues
of multicultural recruitment and en¬
rollment at Bates appear to be more
pressing than ever.
In the admissions process, "There
is a collaborative spirit between the
admissions officers at Bates, Bowdoin
and Colby, where the officers and
deans of admissions of all three col¬
leges communicate with each other on
various issues," McCoy explained.
"Particularly, there is a program
called BBC [standing for Bates,
Bowdoin and Colby] that offers visit¬
ing guidance or college prep program

counselors invitations to the three col¬
leges in the fall," said McCoy.
Mitchell said that the three schools
have maintained the program for al¬
most a decade.
McCoy further elaborated on the
evolution of this program. "Last Sep¬
tember, there was a program specifi¬
cally targeting multicultural counse¬
lors or counselors who counseled stu¬
dents of color. It was a specific at¬
tempt to focus that meeting on
multicultural recruitment and admis¬
sions. We had a good group of about
thirty counselors who participated."
At each of the three schools, the par¬
ticipants attended special informa¬
tional programs, engaged in discus¬
sions, took tours and ate college
meals.
According to Mitchell, the addi¬
tion of specific admissions officers
and the success of former October
Weekends, as well as other
multicultural student-geared pro¬
grams and alumni efforts are among

the few yet critical increasing numbers
of institutionalized efforts that have
marked Bates as a college that is ac¬
tively involved in the recruitment of
students of color.
"Students [who are currently en¬
rolled] are very concerned about the
various multicultural recruitment
strategies," stated Mitchell, continu¬
ing, "All of us are in important discus¬
sions about the difficulty of recruit¬
ment: both recruiting prospectives
and applicants, and recruiting stu¬
dents who have been admitted. I think
all of us remain very concerned about
issues of retention."
Concerning the Multiethnic Em¬
powerment Initiative (ME1) that stu¬
dents formed during the last academic
year, Mitchell commented, "Last
spring, there was a great deal of inter¬
est, suggestions and concern about
multicultural recruitment. I think stu¬
dents were very interested in the is-
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Friday and Saturday: Maintenance
erects giant dome over campus, actual¬
izing the Bates Bubble. There is no
weather. We're all happy here. I love
you; you love me ... Sunday: same.
_Volume 124, Number 15

RETHINKING THE
MULTICULTURAL
CENTER’S ROLE
A perspective from within
By Evan halper
Editor-in-Chief

Last week, The Student polled
nearly 400 students, tabulated the
numbers into workable data and con¬
ducted interviews for a front page
news
article.
The
article,
"Multicultural Center not a panacea
for diversity's ills", has sparked
heated discussion about several issues
surrounding the Multicultural Center.
Because the numbers in this poll do
not speak for themselves, it is impor¬
tant that they be put into some kind of
context.

News Analysis

Continued on Page 4, Column 1

Better days are coming ...

Despite the drizzly rain and chilly winds, it is true that Spring is officially here. Most of the snow has disap¬
peared from the campus, and students spent free time revelling in the crisp spring weather. Barney Beal photo.

From the inconsistent responses
to our poll, it appears that the majority
of the Bates community does not have
a coherent understanding of the
Multicultural Center and its function
on campus. Last week's article sug¬
gests that many view the center nega¬
tively. An in- depth look at the center
from the point of view of those who
are most familiar with it, however, re¬
veals that the majority's comprehen¬
sion of the multicultural center may
rely more heavily on hasty generaliza¬
tions and unfounded conviction than
rational inquiry.
Melanie Ghosh, Coordinator of
Multicultural Affairs, explains that
students often mistakenly perceive
the Multicultural Center as simply the
physical house in which it is based.
The Multicultural Center includes not
just the happenings at the house, but
the events planned by multicultural
organizations that occur on campus
everyday in places such as the Ben
Mays Center and Chase Hall. "Most of
the events occur outside of the house,
and the majority of students that at¬
tend are in the [ethnic] majority," says
Ghosh. Lectures by Dith Pran and
Cherrie Moraga are examples of such
events organized by the Multicultural
Center, but not held in the house be¬
cause of lack of space.
This realization adds a new per¬
spective to last week's poll. Is it pos¬
sible that 74 percent of the student
body was uninformed about the Dith
Continued on Page 3, Column 1

INSIDE
The Response
Last week's article focused on the
Multicultural Center has solicited an
unprecedented response by way of
letters to the editor. Read the com¬
ments of your peers and the adminis¬
tration.
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Adventures in Veganism
Let them eat meat. No! Many people
are rejecting the meat 'n potatoes way
of life. Bean Sprouts are in and Blood
Sausage is out in the world of environ¬
mentally correct cuisine. Surprise,
you're a vegan!
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NEWS
BRIEFS

Spring fever: Student volunteers busy as ever
Ed Tatro, a specialist
on assassination con¬
spiracies, will be ap¬
pearing at the Bates
College Chapel on Sunday, March 26 at 2 p.m. In his
lecture, Mr. Tatro will discuss the role of the F.B.I. in
covering up the investigation of the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy. His presentation will
include over 300 slides and a short film.
For the last fifteen years, Mr. Tatro has taught a
college level course on the JFK assassination. He
worked for Congress as a consultant when they
reinvestigated the assassination during the 1970's,
and he also assisted filmmaker Oliver Stone in the
making of the award-winning film JFK. The presen¬
tation is sponsored by New World Coalition.

Assassination
reexamined

A Bates student happily
donates his blood to
the Red Cross Tuesday
afternoon in Chase
Hall.The goal of this
drive was 125 pints of
blood, and while only
92 pints were collected,
the last drive generated
a phenomenal 150
pints. Alex Hahn photo.
Members of the Bates community have been busy over the past few days donating their time to help
members of the Lewiston-Auburn community. In some cases their efforts were even more far-reaching.
On Monday and Tuesday nights sixteen people volunteered for the ninth annual CMMC (Central Maine
Medical Center) Phonathon. This year's phonathon served as a fundraiser for the Arbor House, a no cost tem¬
porary residence for self-care cancer patients and their family members. Volunteers raised $2,800 and Vol¬
unteer Coordinator Laura Biscoe said that the money will help pay for the painting of the exterior of the
House as well as for the building of a new porch. Biscoe reports that Bates is always a major contributor to
the fundraising efforts for CMMC: "Most companies and corporations who fundraise only get one night [to
make calls] but Bates is so good, we get two." The Arbor House and CMMC provide care for cancer patients
from a 100 mile radius.
In addition to the phonathon, the Red Cross arrived on campus last Tuesday afternoon to hold its fourth
blood drive of the year. Biscoe says that this drive generated ninety-two pints of blood. Bates hosts five Red
Cross blood drives during the course of the school year — one every eight weeks. Biscoe explains that eight
weeks is the minimal amount of time for individuals to recover from donating blood, and that the Red Cross
times their drives with this in mind. The next blood drive is scheduled for May 25.
Upcoming volunteer activities include Bates' own Earth Day celebration which will take place on April
17-18, and will feature an environmental dinner in Commons masterminded by Food Service Director
extraordinaire Bob Volpi. Also next month, over April break, the CSA van will be transporting interested
students to local area Habitat for Humanity sites to do light yard work, painting, and various other restor¬
ative tasks. In May, Bates will host the Spring Special Olympics. More information can be obtained in the
Volunteer Office in Chase Hall, or by calling x6468.

RA tackles
smokers’ rights

The
Representative
Assembly's Public Relations Committee con¬
ducted a survey in
Commons this past week to determine student opin¬
ion of the smoking status of White Lounge, located
on the second floor of Ladd Library. In the past the
lounge had been a smoking lounge, and this year it
became a nonsmoking lounge.
The results were far from conclusive. Three
hundred twenty students responded to the two-day
survey conducted this past Tuesday and Wednes¬
day. The student body appears to be divided fairly
evenly on this issue: 161 students indicated they
wished to keep the lounge smoke-free and 159 stu¬
dents indicated that they would like to se the lounge
revert back to its previous smoking status.
These results will be presented to the Smoking
Policy Committee and to the RA body at its weekly
meeting on March 27. Any student is welcome to
attend the meeting (7 p.m. in Carnegie 204). The
Public Relations Committee, chaired by RA Secre¬
tary Liam Clarke, is charged with initiating dialogue
between the RA and the student body on issues of
community concern.

Threatening graffiti discovered in Ladd
Wednesday afternoon at 2:25 p.m. Security Officer Ron Lessard responded to a report of threatening graf¬
fiti in Ladd Library. The epitaph "GAYS SHOULD DIE" was scratched in one of the men's bathrooms. Ac¬
cording to Assistant Director of Security Sherri Brooks, "Unfortunately it's very difficult to catch someone
committing this type of crime," and Security has had little luck apprehending individuals guilty of such acts.
Brooks said that the incident was reported to the Lewiston Police Department and classified as "criminal
mischief". Additionally, a copy of the report was sent to the Attorney General's office addressed to the Civil
Rights Unit which keeps track of all types of hate crimes and hate violence in the state.
Brooks reported that "Last year there was much more [hate-biased graffiti] than there has been this year."
This is the first reported incident this academic year. Last year, there were nine such incidents reported, three
of which occurred between March 15 and April 7, in the library.

Funding available for student organizations
Student organizations often have to operate on a tight budget and this sometimes means that they are
unable to attract notables to Bates. The Coordinator of Student Activities Office may be able to help combat
such financial shortfalls. The CSA Office has $10,000 available for the purpose of setting up a supplementary
funding source for student organizations planning major cultural or educational events or programs at least
a semester in advance.
The purpose of this new fund is to encourage student organizations to sponsor large-scale cultural or edu¬
cational programs by easing the financial burden associated with such events, and to provide a financial in¬
centive for student organizations to take on larger scale programs.
This is not the first time funding of this sort has been made available to student groups, says Laura Biscoe,
Assistant Coordinator of Student Activities. She emphasizes that these monies are "available to all student
organizations." Examples of events funded at least in part by allocations from the Supplementary Program¬
ming Fund include Mark Dendy's workshops and presentations that were a part of Out in the Arts during
the week of February 8-14, and Cherrie Moraga's lecture sponsored by the Women's Action Coalition.
The CSA Office will be accepting applications for funding from student organizations until March 31.
The applications will be reviewed by a committee and all allocations will be made by April 15. Please note
that cosponsorship between two or more student organizations is encouraged as well as faculty participa¬
tion in the planning process. Any questions should be directed to Laura Biscoe (x6468).

S.A.R.L., the Sexual As¬
sault Response Line,
will be sponsoring sev¬
eral events to com¬
memorate Rape Awareness Week. On Monday,
March 27, Katie Koestner will be speaking at 7 p.m.
in Chase Lounge. Ms. Koestner, a graduate of the
College of William and Mary, was raped during the
third week of her first year in college and has been
an activist ever since. She has testified before Con¬
gress and has spoken on hundreds of college cam¬
puses.
Once again, the back wall near Chase Lounge
will be decorated with the stories of survivors and
statistics about sexual assault on campus. On Sun¬
day, March 26 at 7 p.m., there will be a coffeehouse
in the Ben Mays Center featuring Mark Erelli '96, the
Merrimanders and other talented student perform¬
ers.
On Tuesday, March 28, The Accused will be
shown in Olin 104 at 7 p.m. This film documents the
legal difficulties a young woman encounters after
she is raped. Jodie Foster stars.
The Health Center will give a presentation about
communication in dating relationships on Wednes¬
day, March 29, at 7 p.m. in Chase Lounge. Everyone
is encouraged to attend these events and to go look
at the wall. If you have experienced sexual violence
or if you are close to someone who has, or if you just
have questions, you are urged to call the S.A.R.L.
hotline any time at x7275 (786-6199 off-campus).

SAR.L. hosts
Awareness Week

News
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The Multicultural Center:
DEVELOPING A CLEAR
UNDERSTANDING
Continued from page 1
Pran lcctur£, or Triad, for that matter? If the ques¬
tion was interpreted by respondents to mean
events occurring specifically in the house, poor
publicity may be less a factor of the widespread
"uninformed" feeling than apathy. A look at is¬
sue number twenty-two of "The Bates Newslet¬
ter" reveals that no fewer than thirteen meetings
and events scheduled to take place in the
Multicultural House were advertised publicly
that week. Jeremy Pelofsky '97, Treasurer of the
Jewish Cultural Community, comments, "I don't
think it's directed just at the center. It could be the
case for any event, multicultural or not, that at¬
tendance is poor. I would hazard a guess that 50
percent of events on campus are underattended."
Gussie Falleder '97, co-coordinator
of the Women's Action Coalition, is dis¬
mayed that students feel they are unin¬
formed and that the burden falls on
multicultural organizations. "There are
some members who spend an egregious
amount of time to organize events in or¬
der to educate the community. The orga¬
nizers always hope that the entire com¬
munity will attend," she says.
he issue is something of a para¬
dox because if the event is big
enough to warrant posters and
campus mail throughout the commu¬
nity, then it is too large to take place in
the modestly sized Multicultural House.
Thus, few "events" actually take place in the
house, yet students may get the impression that
they are excluded or deliberately being kept un¬
informed. Shanti Nandi '96, Treasurer of Sangai
Asia, is disturbed that the Multicultural House
was particularly targeted by The Student as a
space on campus that is underused by the entire
student body. "There are many spaces on the
Bates campus that are not frequented by a lot of
people. How many people go to or hang out at
Frye St. Union?" asks Nandi.
It seems that there is no clear consensus
among the House Council and house organiza¬
tional leaders about how accessible the house
needs to be to the majority of the student body
that has never set foot inside. When asked about
this, Nandi replies with a hint of sarcasm,
"Should we have an open house and say come
see the Multicultural Center, it's a nice place to
visit? No," she says emphatically. Even so, re¬
marks Sacha Garcia '96, former President and ac¬
tive member of Solidaridad Latina, "When it was
advertised everywhere that the Multicultural
House was having an opening, how could these
students claim they did not know?" This com¬
ment is made in reference to the campus-wide
opening of the house last year.
Some students who utilize the house also see
it as one of the few places on campus where they
feel comfortable and safe, and comment that that
was one original reasons for creating the house.
"For a general sense of cohesiveness, I think it is
imperative that students feel comfortable wher¬
ever they go. I may not feel comfortable within
some campus settings. It is important that stu¬
dents do everything they can to improve this situ¬
ation," says Pelofsky. Many of the students who
make use of the house regularly believe that the

depiction of the building as "[similar to] a frat house
for a certain group of people who have taken the
thing over" is hypocritical. "What about parties that
go on in residential campus houses?" asks Garcia,
commenting that any one of the houses on Frye or
Wood Streets is far more deserving of such criticism.
Regardless of these beliefs, these very same stu¬
dents and other active Multicultural Center mem¬
bers are making an explicit effort to bring more stu¬
dents into the house. "At this point, the
Multicultural House is in the process of becoming a
rich center of resources. However, because the house
is fairly new, some of the groups don't even have li¬
braries and some of the offices aren't even func¬
tional facilities yet," says Falleder.

organizations in the center.
Perhaps the animosity exhibited from those
that are unfamiliar with the center can be de¬
rived from a misunderstanding of what
"multicultural" actually means. Some have in¬
terpreted the term as an alternative way to say
"minority." Member organizations of the house
are
dismayed
by
this
conception.
"Multiculturalism is a concept, not a term to re¬
fer to certain groups of people, and this is what
most people tend to do. If majority culture rec¬
ognizes the house as representing only certain
groups of people, then of course they would feel
excluded," says Dumond.
Another contributing factor to negative feel¬
ings towards the center can be at¬
tributed to a type of association
that majority students correlate
with the center. Some students ac¬
tive in the Multicultural Center ex¬
plain that uninformed students
have a tendency to associate the ac¬
tions of a few active organizational
members with whom they dis¬
agree with the entire center's senti¬
ments. For example, Nandi, al¬
though
supportive
of the
Mutliethnic Empowerment Initia¬
tive (MEI), cites that from her per¬
spective it is "a controversial group
on campus" and that many people
mistakenly directly associate the Multicultural
Center with it. "People are not going [to the
house] because of their own fears, and not so
much because anyone has done anything to in¬
timidate them," says Nandi.
nclusivity is constantly on the minds of
Multicultural House group organizers. "It's
a constant effort to try to be as inclusive as
possible," says Pelofsky. "It comes up at every
JCC planning session, how to incorporate the
campus at large. All the organizations are trying
to meet that challenge."
All interviewees acknowledged that the cen¬
ter is a work in progress and will always con¬
tinue to be so. As with any such system, there is
room for improvement. But members of the
Bates community that have devoted time and
energy to the Multicultural Center are disap¬
pointed that their message is, as they see it, often
distorted and abused. Even in light of the recent
Student poll, the response has not been one of
anger, but frustration.
"It just seems [that] people perceive this
[negative image of the center], and I don't know
where they get these ideas," says Ghosh. "The
Multicultural Center represents an amazing col¬
laboration by very active groups of people. It is
not just one building, it is a place that radiates
throughout the campus," she says. Without
multicultural groups and the support they ac¬
quire from the house, Pelofsky says, "you don't
get speakers like Dith Pran or bell hooks, or the
push for Elie Wiesel on campus."
Students are encouraged to take advantage
of the center and get involved in the activity that
goes on there. "The Multicultural Center is for
everyone, and everyone is always welcome,"
says Ghosh.

82% of the students polled last week
who said they felt “intimidated”,
“uncomfortable” or “unwelcome” at
the Multicultural Center have never
actually been to the Center.
Ghosh explains that while she would like to
have the resource center and libraries in place by
now, it is a time-consuming task to establish them
and it must be undergone carefully. "I don't want to
run out and buy thousands of books we're not sure
about," she says. Plans for the resource center also
involve computers, audiovisual equipment, soft¬
ware and video collections. These resources are in¬
tended to be available for the entire community [in
order] to promote education and awareness of
multicultural issues."
Nevertheless, any group on campus is welcome
to make use of the house in its current state. "The
house is available for everyone on campus to
blueslip. That may not have been made explicitly
clear, but students have not been asking whether it's
available," says Pelofsky.
source of contention for many was the find¬
ing that students feel "intimidated" by or
"uncomfortable" attending events in the
house. Claudia Dumond '95, co-coordinator of
Amandla!, asks the obvious question, "If 60 percent
of the students haven't been there [as the Student
poll suggests], then how do they know it's intimidat¬
ing?" Ghosh further emphasizes this point: "If we
did a survey of how many people aren't members of
multicultural groups and who actually come and
feel comfortable, I don't think they'd say they're in¬
timidated," she says.
"'Intimidating' is a stereotype itself," says
Garcia, referring to the possibly racist undertones of
the imposition of that label on the center and its fre¬
quenters. "Were they intimidated by the word
'multicultural' itself?" asks Garcia. Many of the stu¬
dents polled last week also commented that the cen¬
ter is "anti-white." 'That is a display of ignorance,"
says Dumond, mentioning that WAC and JCC, two
groups with a majority of white members, are active
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Admissions7 decisions affect campus diversity
the increasing value of a diverse cam¬
pus, support for diversity among stu¬
sues pertaining to it in addition to re¬
dents, interest in broadening the cur¬
lated issues of curriculum, campus life
riculum, and lessening student apathy
and opportunities in Lewiston and
with regard to recruiting students
Auburn, as well as [just] in Maine."
who will enhance the population.
Combined with student sugges¬
However, the rising cost of yearly
tions, admissions' efforts have paid
comprehensive fees can make a Bates
off: students of color filed nearly 400
education seem out of reach for stu¬
applications for next year's first-year
dents who are otherwise interested,
class.
whether they are from traditionally
"There is also a good geographic
underrepresented groups or not.
mix among the talented group of pro¬
"Colleges—Bates included—have
spective students from across the na¬
to be quite savvy in packaging finan¬
tion," McCoy adds, "and there is
cial aid for students who need it, to
nearly a 50-50 percent gender mix that
attract those students. It [the high
weighs a little more heavily on the fe¬
cost] can definitely be a deterrent," ad¬
male side."
mits McCoy. "Schools that have pack¬
The current Bates minority popu¬
aging or scholarships are nice; some¬
lation stands at approximately ten
times finances are the bottom line and
percent of the total student body. The
determine where a student goes to col¬
Class of 1998 boasts the greatest mi¬
lege."
nority enrollment at 14%, while
In the financial aid department, "I
McCoy would like to see that percent¬
can't tell you that we do anything dif¬
age figure increase
ferent
for
even more with the
multicultural
stu¬
incoming class. She
dents than for regu¬
“[Elitism] is a
is extremely optimis¬
lar
students—we
tic: she would even¬
danger... not a
don't," says William
tually like to see
C. Hiss, Vice Presi¬
fanciful one, but a
Bates as an institution
dent for Administra¬
real one.”
with a student body
tive Services.
that fairly represents
— William C. Hiss
"The analysis for
and reflects the U.S.
Vice President for
financial aid is done
population,
hope¬
Administrative Services
on the same basis
fully within the next
and assumptions for
few years.
all students. There is
Incidentally, further conveying
no extra monetary aid given to stu¬
cultural awareness, inclusion and sen¬
dents just because
they are
sitivity to the Bates applicant, the ad¬
multicultural. Financial aid takes
missions office recently added two
family circumstances into account for
new categories, Pacific Islander and
all students [regardless of their
Mexican American, to the optional
ethnicity]," explains Hiss.
ethnicity question on the application
At this point, "Bates is as need
for admission.
blind as it can be. It is straining at ev¬
There are a growing number of
ery seam to make its budget work and
promising signs for the future, accord¬
balancing its finances," says Hiss. All
ing to McCoy. Among them, she cites
folders are still initially read and deciContinued from Page 1, Column 3

College World

It’s that time of year again, and Admissions Officers Virginia Harrison, Wylie
Mitchell, Carmita McCoy and Whitney Soule are spending long hours in
committee meetings to determine the Class of 1999.
Barney Beal photo.
sions are made without regard to re¬
quest for aid. In most years, there are
initially more students accepted than
the College can realistically accommo¬
date. Attempts are then made to scale
down the number of accepted stu¬
dents before letters are sent out.
In these situations, Admissions
officers reevaluate applications and fi¬
nancial need is sometimes one of the
factors taken into consideration. Hiss
reserves the right to talk to officers of
admission and financial aid about the
final decisions before they are sent
out. Hiss states that admit decisions
could be retracted because of an
applicant's financial need, but he em¬
phasizes that this rarely happens. He
assures that financial aid can be a de¬
termining factor "only if the budgets
are over a multiple number of thou¬
sands of dollars and the college will
suffer."

Although this is not likely in this
day and age, Hiss acknowledges that
rising costs could have adverse effects
on
current
efforts
regarding
multicultural, economic and geo¬
graphic diversity. "[Elitism] is a dan¬
ger ... not a fanciful one, but a real one.
College presidents put in complicated
institutional plans [as a result]. One
big facet is fundraising, making sure
that financial aid sources are there and
[that the college] works with the fed¬
eral and state governments."
In the future, Bates, like other pri¬
vate institutions of higher education,
must continue its efforts to bring dif¬
ferent perspectives to campus, unless
it wishes to face the alternative. In the
words of Hiss, "I think it [economic
elitism] could happen. And all the
more reason for those who care about
Bates to make sure it doesn't."

Representative
/%
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News from campuses around the region

Minutes of RA Meeting
March 20,1995

Compiled by Jeremy Villano

Amherst College

Meningitis Suspected in Student Death
Nishtha Adhvaryu '96 died at the University of Massachusetts Medical
Center in Worcester, Massachusetts, on March 14, at 7:23 p.m. While the
exact cause of Adhvaryu's death was not verified at time of publication,
Sarah Fabian '98 "was confirmed to have contracted a bacterial strain of
meningococcal meningitis," according to The Amherst Student. The
highly contagious disease is often spread through athletic or sexual con¬
tact, but is also passed by coughing, sneezing, or shared eating utensils.
Reported The Amherst Student: "Meningitis is a bacteria which causes
an inflammation of the membranes covering the brain and spinal cord
and is known for the speed at which it advances."

Trinity College

One Grenade and There Goes the Party
A party at the Psi-Upsilon fraternity was disrupted on March 2, at 3:26
a.m. when a military-style gas grenade was triggered in the basement of
the fraternity house. The approximately 100 guests left the house cough¬
ing and with severe sore throats as the white, sweet-smelling gas bil¬
lowed out the windows. Some unfortunate students also suffered from
vomiting. The Trinity Tripod covered the story: "[The Fire Department]
told us that the arson investigator would be contacting us. That is what
they classified it as — arson," said Peter Bums '97.

President Richard Holley announced that the RA now has its own Newsgroup
on the Internet USENET service. It is listed under Bates groups. It can be reached at
bates.studgovt.suggestion. Minutes will be posted there as well as announcements.
There will also be a place to post comments and suggestions.
Holley reported that the RA received $8,500 of the $13,090 it requested in the
Student Activities budget process. $6,000 is for the Short Term Activities Council and
$2,000 is marked for the cosponsorship fund. The body voted not to appeal the allot¬
ment to the Budget Committee.
Treasurer and Chair of the Budget Committee Patti Daniels reported that the
Budget Committee had met in excess of eighteen hours the past weekend. They ap¬
propriated more than $189,000 to campus clubs and organisations. She noted that
grievance hearings will be this weekend.
Parliamentarian Josh Thomson reported that the Leadership Academy Advisory
Committee applications will be available this week for interested students. He also
noted a meeting of the Bylaws and Elections Committee.
Vice president Paul Howard reported that the Committee on Committees has
met several times. They are preparing for the Student Conduct Committee selection
process. Howard also reported that he is currently soliciting applications for the Ser¬
vice Learning Advisory Committee.
In other business, Sacha Garcia '96 was elected to be one of three RA representa¬
tives at Faculty meetings.
The next meeting of the RA will be on Monday, March 27, at 7 p.m. in Carnegie
204. Agenda items will include the ratification of the Student Activities Budget and
the ratification of the Service Learning Advisory Committee, as well as committee
reports.
Respectfully Submitted, Liam Clarke, RA Secretary
The RA Committee on Committees will begin soliciting applications for the Student
Conduct Committee this coming week. Five positions ar e open. Any student who
will be on campus during the entire '95-'% academic year is eligible to apply. Ap¬
plications will be available outside Commons during dinner or can be obtained by
calling Paul Howard (x7944).

Fp^fiires
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For the past decade, reservation
casinos and other Indian gaming ven¬
ues have been the focal point of debate
and controversy as large-scale gam¬
bling has visited the front steps of Na¬
tive Americans. Federally regulated by
the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of
1988, the ties between Native Ameri¬
cans and gambling are extensive, trac¬
ing back to pre-colonial cultural tradi¬
tions and decades of prohibited gam¬
ing prior to 1988.
Gambling is an increasingly popu¬
lar pastime for middle class Ameri¬
cans. In 1992 reservation casinos took
in over $15.2 billion, with the
Foxwoods Casino—the world's largest
gambling center, operated by the
Mashantucket Pequot in Ledyard,
Connecticut—tallying up over 0600
million in profit that year. With in¬
creasing numbers of Americans seek¬
ing casino entertainment, Native
Americans are in the compromising
position of contemplating a future in
commercial gambling on reservations.

Native American
groups place cultural
values on the line,
gamble on a future of
uncertain
sovereignty
by Michael Wood

community compromises
Large-scale gambling on reserva¬
tions is a divisive issue not only for
Native Americans living on reserva¬
tions, but also for state and federal
politicians and the non-Indian com¬
munities which border gaming areas.
Native Americans opposed to gam¬
bling on tribal land view casinos as yet
another cultural intrusion by a society
which has actively sought Indian sub¬
jugation. Those native Americans sym¬
pathetic to gambling, however, sug¬
gest casinos may be their long soughtafter key to economic and political sov¬
ereignty.
The politics involved with gam
bling have unfolded along distinct cul
tural and historical boundaries, center¬
ing around the need for tribes' gam¬
bling operations regulations through
compacts with local state governments
according to IGRA (Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act) legislation and the
intra-tribal disputes concerning the
presence of gambling centers on tribal
land. The historical and political con¬
texts of Indian gambling suggest to
some that the IGRA is just a continua
tion of traditionally ambivalent federal
policy towards Native Americans.
Clearly present in the past 250
years of Native American and U.S.
government relations are alternating
periods of attempted assimilation of
Indian cultures and the recognition of
the cultural sovereignty of American
Indians. The presence of these conflict¬
ing government visions, each trying
dubiously to discern the role of Native
Americans in America, is responsible
in part for the lack of a single, coherent
national policy for addressing the problems oc¬
curring on reservations.
The IGRA has been criticized by both Indians
and non-Indians for not representing, or respect¬
ing, the autonomy and well-being of the people
and governments, both tribal and state, involved.
In light of the apparent inability of federal law
makers to create a workable solution to problems
between Native Americans and the states in
which they live, the IGRA fits into the context of
mistrust, conflict, and anger emblematic of two
centuries of government legislation on Indians.
If a stable market and an autonomous eco¬
nomic system are to be used as indicators of social
well-being and prosperity, a large percentage of
reservations across the United States are in

ment are new conditions upon tribal
lands, and Washington's continued
emphasis on relieving short-term eco¬
nomic burdens has done nothing more
than effectively prolong the economic
dormancy of reservations.
■ Washington’s "aid" is futile
Subsequent attempts to decentral¬
ize the responsibility for Indian finan¬
cial welfare by Washington have
mostly failed. Industries have been
slow to commit and invest their fu¬
tures upon Indian reservations. Un¬
doubtedly, industries have not moved
onto reservations based on centuries of
racism and lack of a widespread na¬
tional concern for the status of Native
Americans.
Accompanying racism, however,
is the outright absence of public ser¬
vices on reservations which are vital to
industry's growth and self-preserva¬
tion. Without a maintained infrastruc¬
ture which could insure the protection
and development of industry's finan
cial investment, reservations have ex¬
perienced difficulties in their attempts
to attract private capital. Thus, with
Washington decreasing its allotment
of federal funds for Indian programs,
and the resistance of industry to invest
in reservations, Native Americans
have been left repeatedly ill-prepared
to assume the burdens of economic
sovereignty.
A continual source of income
which could be used for the establish¬
ment and enhancement of stable tribal
capital-building programs has been
sorely needed. For the past 15 vears
Indian nations from Florida to Califor¬
nia have made commercial gambling
this source of dependable income.

A lucrative enterprise
In the 1970's, the Mashantucket
Pequots were declared extinct by the
Connecticut state government, which
sought to transform tribal lands into a
state preserve. Last year, however, res¬
urrected from extinction, the Pequots
made over $800 million dollars from
their Foxwoods casino. For the 318
members of the Pequot nation, gam
bling has brought economic stability,
with tribal members guaranteed jobs
ranging from $50,000 to $60,000 dol
lars in annual salary. Yet, with this eco¬
nomic stability, have come penetrating
questions as to what really constitutes
Pequot life and culture: traditiona'
tribal life or the new casino-centerec
reservation activity.
Gambling may or may not become
the path to sovereignty as some Indian
leaders have suggested, but the issue
remains as to who should decide the
Fletcher Thompson drawing.
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federal funds to bring about solutions to long stand¬
ing social problems. Neither poverty nor unemploy¬
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Limas and Seaweed and Sprouts, Oh My!
If confronted with the
accusation that the
rainforest was whittled
away for her many
meatloaves, Carol Brady
might reply, “We like
meat!” to the tune of “It’s a
sunshiny day”. Read here
about the “food pyramid”
and the boom in sea
vegetable popularity.
by Amy Bourne
One of the less knee-slapping but more keen
and incisive social commentaries in "The Brady
Bunch" movie is the scene in which Carol goes to
the butcher. A neighbor walks in the door just as
Carol has ordered twenty pounds of U.S.D.A.
choice grain-fed beef and says something to the ef¬
fect of, "Aw, Carol, are you all still eating red
meat?" Carol replies in her usual vacuous, valiuminduced chime, "Why, yes, I've got growing boys
to feed!" She picks up her bulging white packages
and leaves without paying, trusting the friendly
butcher to put it on her tab.
Indeed, the conspicuous consumption of meat
is starting to become an issue for many people in
this country, and this population no longer can be
ignored as Joan Baez-listening, flower-eating,
dredlock-growing, San Francisco treats. In 1982,
the Vegetarian Information Service, a non-profit
educational organization, estimated the number of
vegetarians nationwide to be between seven and
12 million people. The amount of vegetarians has
undoubtedly increased since then, and has shot up
tremendously in the past thirty to forty years.
There are many different factions of vegetablelovers who fall under the general label of "vegetar¬
ian". Authorities on vegetarianism tend to think of
the fish-and-fowl-eaters who have cut meat out of
their diets as not vegetarian, but confused. Still,
among "true" vegetarians there are two distinct
types: lacto-ovos and vegans. Lacto-ovos, as the
name suggests to anyone who has taken Latin or
stayed awake during Spanish 101, continue to eat
milk products and eggs, while vegans cut even the
egg and dairy elements from their diets. Many
vegetarians have become stricter with their dietary
norms over the past couple of decades in response
to now dated medical findings about the dangers
of high cholesterol. Mollie Katzen has revised her
1970's "Moosewood Cookbook", the cornerstone
of vegetarian cookbooks, to contain more recipes
with zingy spices but less piles of fatty cheese. She
*ives three cheers to tofu and rice milk and advises
makers to throw out the egg yolks.
For those of us raised on the "four basic food
groups" preachings this all may seem a bit radical.
Carol Brady's trite response to her neighbor per¬
haps brought our minds whirling nauseously back
to grade school days when we picked our noses
and sat on the multi-purpose rug, staring at lami¬
nated drawings of smiling steaks. Suppose some¬
one sat us all down today and told us that—gasp—
the four food groups doctrine that was pounded
into our poor little chocolate-milky minds was all
a capitalist initiative promoted fervently by the
animal-products industry. The government has
stopped endorsing the "four food groups" plan
and has come up with a new patriotic model of nu¬
trition entitled the "food pyramid" which can ap¬
parently be found on the backs of Cheerios® boxes.

Mary Herndon drawing.

Nevertheless, many college students have
overcome the "protein myth"—beans, in fact, con¬
tain more protein for the dollar than any other food
and none of the fats and cholesterol of meat and
poultry—and embraced vegetarianism for various
political, moral and personal reasons. NACUFS,
the National Association of Colleges' and Univer¬
sities' Food Services, reports that approximately 15
percent of college students across the country to¬
day have made the choice to maintain a vegetarian
diet. Ken Bergeran, a Connecticut vegetarian dedi¬
cated to writing, consulting and teaching about
vegetarianism and veganism, reported that about
35 to 40 percent of Bates College students, when
given healthy and attractive choices, opt for veg¬
etarian dishes.
The Bates College Food Services invited
Bergeran to Bates twice in 1994 based on a referral
from the Vegetarian Resource Group in Baltimore.
Bergeran assisted Bates cooks in increasing their
vegan menu to include soy foods, sea vegetables
and miso products. Bergeran, who has consulted
at major food service corporations such as
Gardiner-Merchant, Mariott and the Yale-affiliated
Griffin Hospital, is optimistic about the general
changes in the nation's attitude he has seen since
his switch to vegetarianism in 1982. "It is rare to
see a cooking show that does not mention vegetari¬
anism," he commented, "or offer alternative veg¬
etarian dishes." When asked about the country's
early skepticism regarding vegetarianism,
Bergeran said that for a long time "there was a big
concern about how much protein people get—but
most of that was based on old studies... done with
rats." People now know that even vegans can get
all of the proteins and vitamins they need with the
right diet of legumes, beans and a few vitamins,
and as one reporter cleverly pointed out, more
people are dying of heart disease than vegetarians
of malnutrition.
Aside from the obvious health reasons for cut¬
ting down on meat intake and eating lots of veg¬
etables, many college vegetarians seem to uphold
their opinions with more general political or moral
backings. One Bates vegetarian told me that while
she was studying abroad she consented to eat

meat, especially because the chicken soup her host I
family served could be traced directly back to the!
chicken that had been running around in their yardl
that day. "At this point it's mostly the [United States I
meat] industry that I'm avoiding," she stated, and f
her stance is a common one. People who are famil¬
iar with the huge impact of the animal-product in¬
dustry in this country, with its over-crowded feed I
stalls and general hand in the destruction of I
rainforests for more grazing space, are often too dis-1
gusted by what they see as a major factor in environ-1
mental destruction and inhumane treatment of ani¬
mals to continue eating meat.
Meat eaters interviewed at Bates seemed to be|
aware of the basic premises of the vegetarian po¬
lemic, but were unwilling to waiver from their cur¬
rent habits at this point in their lives. "The domesti-1
cation of animals is a bad thing," admits one cami-l
vore, "but I need that protein." Jason Schaublel
grants that the issue of over-grazing and the elimi-l
nation of rainforests is a completely valid justifica-1
tion for vegetarianism, but he contends that eating
meat is one's own personal choice. Besides,!
Schauble contends, "I don’t see vegetarians making
a difference in the meat-packing plants." Whether
or not their individual choices at this point will have
significant repercussions in the meat or dairy indus-1
tries, vegetarians on this campus are sure of their I
contentions that vegetarianism is right for them, and
they are growing in number. Says Allie Gillen, a
proclaimed vegetarian since the age of sixteen, "I I
don't eat meat because of factory farming conditions
and ecological conditions." Gillen explains that
while vegetarianism has been her personal choice, it I
need not be the choice of everyone, especially!
people of indigenous cultures who hunt and use!
animals economically without wasting parts. At the I
dose of the interview, Gillen adds, mentally review-1
ing her vegetarian career and her past employment
at a vegetable market, "I love produce," and she be¬
gins to describe the purple pepper she ate over the
summer. Suddenly it became clear that there are
meat eaters, vegetarians, and vegetarians, and that's |
about all.
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Letters to the Editor

Multicultural piece fails
to focus on the real prejudice

To the Editor:

To the Editor:
In response to the Student’s article
"Multicultural Center not a panacea
for diversity's ills", it is important to
first point out that the title alone
makes a biased and inaccurate state¬
ment concerning the Multicultural
Center. The piece does not recognize
and is not inclusive of positive feel¬
ings about the Center; instead it is a
subjective analysis which neglects to
address the reasons as to why feelings
of intimidation exist on the part of
many students here at Bates.
In the article there are several
problematic quotations. For example,
"multicultural 'members' are aggres¬
sively against 'white' participation."
This fails to recognize Jewish students
as members of JCC (Jewish Cultural
Community), gay, lesbian, and bi¬
sexual students as members of GLBA
(Gay Lesbian Bisexual Alliance), as
well as women of WAC (Women's
Action Coalition) being a significant
part of the center. Many of these stu¬
dents involved in the Multicultural
Center are in fact white; people have
many components to their identities.
That does not mean, however, that us¬
ing the term "multicultural" to de¬
scribe individuals is either appropri¬
ate or acceptable. A person should not
be assessed as "multicultural", simply
because they are labeled as "minor¬
ity", rather multiculturalism is an idea
that encompasses several different
cultures and appreciates difference by
speaking to peoples who are system¬
atically omitted from our understand¬
ing of history.
In addition, the Multicultural
Center has not been against 'white'
participation. For instance, when is¬
sues of curricula reform were dis¬
cussed and an agenda was formulat¬
ing, the contributions of "white" par¬
ticipants were greatly appreciated by
members of the Center. Lastly, the

Propaganda in need
of deconstruction

multicultural center sets up exhibits
and holds functions in other places
than the center itself on campus, such
as Ben Mays Center, Chase Hall, and
Muskie Archives.
The word "intimidating" to de¬
scribe the Center also deems members
of the center "intimidating"; these are
stereotypes that are traditionally used
to perpetuate anti-semitism, classism,
hetero-sexism, sexism, racism and xe¬
nophobia. Someone is "intimidating"
because of their color, ethnicity, or
sexual orientation because it deviates
from the "norm" at Bates College?
The parallel drawn between the
Multicultural Center and a "frat
house" is alarming. It works to
trivialize the entire concept of provid¬
ing a comfort zone and refuge for
people who otherwise do not feel
comfortable and safe on campus. The
term "frat house" denotes a kind of
elitism, privilege, and even wild social
behavior. There are no fraternities on
Bates campus.
The article succeeds in blaming
the Multicultural Center for the dis¬
comfort of students, who in fact need
to focus their energy on examining
their own hateful prejudice and atti¬
tudes which might be the source of
their discomfort. What do you want
done differently? Should we, the mi¬
nority students at Bates, go out of our
way, even more so than other stu¬
dents, to welcome the people who
shun us every day in places such as
Commons, Carnegie, the dorms, the
quad and in articles such as
"Multicultural Center not a panacea
for diversity's ills?"
Sincerely,
Amy Kessler '97
Emily Sigall '98

How do we begin to deconstruct
this propaganda? (If you think that
was harsh, we originally were going
to use the word "excrement"). We feel
that Peter Sander's article cannot go
unchallenged. To begin with, the ar¬
ticle places "diversity's ills" upon the
students who have been traditionally
disenfranchised. Certainly, the
Multicultural Center cannot be held
accountable for the polarization of the
campus. Rather those who feel "in¬
timidated", according to the article,
are those in the societal position of be¬
ing the intimidators, and therefore
create this polarization. The language
of the article presents those who ac¬
crue the most power and privilege as
victims. A card we stumbled upon in
the Bates bookstore exemplifies this
myth. The cover says "This is a Birth¬
day card for a white male." The inside
reads "Six minorities got together and
decided you could have a birthday."
Do the people the article cites as "in¬
timidated" feel like the birthday boys?
Do they feel 'minoritized?' Ridicu¬
lous. This exaggeration clearly points
to a fear those in a position of power
often feel when their power is chal¬
lenged. When "minorities" try to em¬
power ourselves, we're not trying to
take over anyone's life; we know only
too well how that feels.
The problem is that there are too
many people here who are accus¬
tomed to feeling comfortable twentyfour seven, and that this is their in¬
alienable right. We definitely don't.
And we are certainly not responsible
for their comfort level. Why is it that
when we try to create a comfortable
environment for ourselves, we are
painted as militant, separatist, and
"aggressively against 'white' partici¬
pation." (Note: many of us affiliated
with the Multicultural Center have
white skin)
The "intimidation" or lack of
comfort described by the article stems

from the fear of Lesbians, Gay men,
Jews, People of Color, and everyone
else who has been constructed as "the
Other." (Oh my God, there are People
of Color, Jews and possibly Homo¬
sexuals, I can't go in there!) The article
ignores this obvious connection. Be¬
cause of this negligence, it is clear that
Sanders has a political agenda. The
agenda places the blame for this "in¬
timidation" and discomfort on disen¬
franchised students. While blaming us
for "polarizing", Sanders himself is
doing just that.
At this point, we have several
questions to ask. Why did the editors
of The Bates Student ask a first-year stu¬
dent with limited journalistic experi¬
ence to cover the most sensitive and
volatile issue on Campus? Is it because
the editors merely want to create con¬
troversy for controversy's sake? Why
was Peter Sanders used as a scape¬
goat? Why was this done at the ex¬
pense of students who have tradition¬
ally been disenfranchised at Bates?
Stop the cycle of polarization; take
journalistic responsibility. If an article
does not fully consider the voices of
the disenfranchised, it should not be
published.
Suggested reading (to start):
ed. Anzaldua, Gloria and Cherrie
Moraga. This Bridge Called My Back:
Writings by Radical Women of Color
ed. Anzaldua. Haciendo Caras: Mak¬
ing Face, Making Soul.
Remember: Just because the place
is for the groups in the house, doesn't
mean that it is exclusive. Ya'll can
come, but it's not about you. (snap!)
Signed,
Lisa Foster '96
Adam Gaynor '96
Geeta Tadavarthy '96

History teaches oppression is a shared experience
To the Editor:
Last week's article on the survey
of people who consider themselves
"members of historically oppressed
groups" and "not members of histori¬
cally oppressed groups" raised ques¬
tions for me about the accuracy and
helpfulness of such self-designations.
I wonder about such phrases in
light of history. English Puritans left
for Holland because of the oppression
they experienced in their homeland.
Irish immigrants sailed to America to
escape oppression from the English
government only to experience it in a
new way in American cities. Jewish
people have experienced oppression
through centuries, but today Palestin¬
ians would say they are oppressed by
Israel. Japan has a history of oppres¬

sion in Korea. The Chinese oppressed
Tibetans. Poor children in the early
days of industrialism in England were
oppressed by the factory owners. The
Spanish oppressed native Mexicans.
Communists oppressed Christians in
the former Soviet Union and China.
As Rwanda reminded us last year, cer¬
tain African tribes have a history of
oppressing other tribes. The Kurds are
oppressed by Iraq.
In light of this, what bothers me
about the use of the phrase "members
of historically oppressed groups" is
that it polarizes people by, apparently,
narrowing the field of oppression to
that of nonwhite, non-male peoples at
the hands of white males. While that
history is not to be diminished in the
least, neither should we ignore these
other stories which form the fabric of

human existence. These collective sto¬
ries of oppression tell us something
about humanity at large. The recogni¬
tion that oppression - because of race,
ideology, religion, tribe, class or gen¬
der - is a shared human experience
may actually serve as a basis upon
which we can work towards reconcili¬
ation and true community.
Last Thursday, Charles Willie,
professor of education and urban
studies at Harvard, stated that the is¬
sue of oppression and discrimination
cannot be reduced to the notion that
white males are somehow the prob¬
lem. Rather, the problem is that no
one group has sufficient wisdom or
virtue needed to insure justice for all
peoples. History validates his asser¬
tion: when power is concentrated in
the hands of any particular group —

regardless of race or religion oppres¬
sion soon follows. Dr. Willie asserted
that we need diversity we need one
another — to protect each of us from
our perceptual and moral blind spots
so that we might attain a more truthful
understanding of the world. As we
consider a positive vision of what
multiculturalism is to look like at
Bates, Professor Willie's attitude and
approach commends itself as far more
useful than phrases that further frag¬
ment this community.
Sincerely,
William Cutler
Affiliated Religious Counselor
Chaplains Office
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When cultural differences collide, particularly in an isolated setting such as
Bates, unfortunately there is often room for conflict. In a diverse community,
maintaining harmony successfully requires a certain amount of balance, a bal¬
ance made difficult by the quantity of prejudicial stereotypes ingrained into con¬
temporary American society. An article published in last week’s issue of The
Student, entitled “Multicultural Center not a panacea for diversity’s ills,” appears
to have upset that balance. Within that article, we sought to examine various is¬
sues regarding the usage and philosophy of Multicultural Center. Lamentably,
the article appears to have been less than a success.
This is in part true because of the manner in which the article was conducted:
some survey results suggested more than they should have; some parties in¬
volved were not given adequate opportunity to respond to criticism; at times the
text gave way to sweeping generalizations that were not necessarily justified; and
in general, the perspective provided may have been less than comprehensive.
This is especially regrettable given both the deeply personal nature of this issue,
and the way in which an opportunity for serious discussion of an issue of funda¬
mental importance to the campus was lost. Additionally, though, one must rec¬
ognize that the subject of multiculturalism at Bates would have been a conten¬
tious issue regardless of circumstances.
In response to the article on the Multicultural Center, we have received an
unprecedented level of response (11 letters have been published in this issue).
Some people were offended at the methodology of the article, others at the fact
that the issue was even examined to begin with. In regards to these letters, and
to other criticism that has been circulating in respect to the piece, there are a num¬
ber of issues that we would like to bring forth for discussion.
To begin with, we would like to state that it would be inappropriate for those
dissatisfied with the article to target the author specifically. Since the publica¬
tion of the last issue, Peter Sanders has been subject to relentless harassment,
both in person and by telephone. We find fault with the lack of maturity exem¬
plified in such modes of reaction. All articles published in The Student go
through an editing process, during which a number of editors examine them. In
this case, the process as a whole broke down, and it is unjust to blame a single
individual for the mistake of many. We acknowledge that the manner in which
the article was edited was unfortunate, and we as a staff accept the burden of re¬
sponsibility imposed by its repercussions.
At the same time, though, there are some issues that we feel it imperative to
subject to clarification. Specifically, although we understand the distress many
felt towards the article, we would hope that they not allow this to cloud the issue
which brought this debate to the forefront originally: the place of the
Multicultural Center within the Bates community. We feel that this was and re¬
mains a legitimate topic of discourse.
In all the discussion revolving around the Center that has taken place this
past week and over the course of the year, it has never been made quite clear just
what purpose the Multicultural Center is meant to serve. We on the staff under¬
stand that it is a vital asset to the Bates campus, and that in order for it to serve
its purpose it needs to be geared specifically towards the members of certain (par¬
don the term) “historically oppressed groups.” Nevertheless, the issues brought
forth in the story remain, for it is not the article that created this issue.
As careful analysis will show, it is obvious that, for whatever reasons, there
are students at Bates who feel intimidated by the Multicultural Center. Justified
or not, this discomfort shows a need for further examination of the philosophy
of the Center. Is it the Center that is creating these attitudes or is it preconceived
stereotypes? And how can this image be successfully refuted, particularly when
there does not even seem to be consensus as to what the actual purpose of the
Center is?
What is the role of the Center at Bates? Is it meant to be open to everyone?
If not, why not — and is this compatible with the general philosophy of the col¬
lege? And if it is meant to be open to everyone, then is it a problem that many
people on campus are either too intimidated or too disinterested to visit it? And
if this is a problem, then why does the administration refuse to recognize it as
such?
The Multicultural Center, according to its original proposal, was meant to be
a resource for the general campus population, an area to make diverse cultural
traditions accessible to the student body, and a mechanism by which students of
a variety of different backgrounds could come to feel more comfortable on the
Bates campus. In order to serve any of these goals, though, polarization of the
college must be averted. If we have contributed to that polarization, we apolo¬
gize.
This is, most of all, a story about attitudes. We did not bring these attitudes
about, and they will have to be dealt with regardless of whether they are brought
forth to the public eye or not. We only hope that this interaction takes place in a
constructive manner.
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Letters to the Editor

No pity
For those seeking diversity,
opportunities at Bates abound for you
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on the
article in last week's Student, "Multi¬
cultural center is not a panacea for
diversity's ills," written by Peter
Sanders. I do not have the time nor
the space to explore all the issues
which Mr. Sanders throws around.
My immediate concern is the way in
which the information was presented.
In my opinion, it was presented in a
very poor manner. The biased jour¬
nalism is evident in a number of dif¬
ferent ways. One obvious example is
the survey. The survey was con¬
ducted with leading questions such as
the one graphed, "How often do stu¬
dents
attend
events
at
the
Multicultural Center?" According to
the "random sampling" of 394 stu¬
dents that occurred, a total of 258 stu¬
dents replied "never," 53 replied
"once a month," 26 replied "once," 23
replied "1-4 times a week" and 32 re¬
plied "other."
As Moderator of Sangai Asia, I
refuse to believe that this is an accu¬
rate estimation of participation by
Bates students. The line of question¬
ing is directly responsible for the erro¬
neous data results. The events which
are sponsored by the Multicultural

To the Editor:
Center mostly do not occur at the
Center. I can give an example of how
the survey's question is problematic.
Sangai Asia sponsored a well-known
speaker, Dith Pran, who lectured on
March 15th. This event was favorably
attended. Michelle Wong writes in
the very same issue (see "Pran relates
anguished survival from the killing
fields," March 17,1995), that Pran "re¬
lated his anguished survival story to a
packed crowd in the Benjamin E. Mays
Center." (italics added) According to
the survey question, none of those lec¬
ture participants would have admit¬
ted
they
participated
in
a
Multicultural event, because it did not
occur at the center. There simply is
not enough space to hold most lec¬
tures, performances, etc. How many
students can now say they have at¬
tended films, workshops, parties, or
lectures sponsored by Multicultural
Groups? One of the purposes of the
Center is to foster the development of
cultural lectures, exhibits, workshops,
and other campus-wide events. The
Multicultural Center has succeeded at
that. How many students have at¬
tended Triad?
There is ample opportunity for

students and the rest of the Bates com¬
munity to attend events sponsored by
Multicultural groups. For instance,
"Hearing Voice, Finding Voice" (San¬
gai Asia), "Out In The Arts" (GLBA),
and Black History Month (Amandla!)
all advertised extensively for upcom¬
ing events. These groups utilized
"The Bates Daily," "The Bates
Weekly," the news bureau, and The
Student. They also contacted faculty
and staff, and posted flyers around
campus. Bates students should not
feel uninformed about these events.
Ironically, when groups sponsor an
event that is poorly attended, it seems
as if interest in ethnic, religious, and
gender-based issues is not presently
on campus.
The survey is only one example of
how I think Mr. Sanders' article was
one-sided. To me, this represents
poor taste on the part of the journalist
and I certainly hope that not only Mr.
Sanders, but also The Student, will be
more responsible for objective jour¬
nalism in the future.
Sincerely,
Julie Kim ’97

Education is the responsibility
of the ignorant and intimidated
To the editor:
There are many crucial concerns
which demand attention in Peter
Sanders' slanted article (Bates Student,
March 17th issue) on the purpose and
effectiveness of the Multicultural Cen¬
ter. However, the issue I would like to
address is that of the feelings of "in¬
timidation" and "exclusion" which
many anonymous students in the ar¬
ticle claim they have of the Multicul¬
tural Center.
Whenever "groups" get together
(be they religious, ethnic, cultural,
gender, sexual orientation, and so
forth), the majority always feels

threatened. It is NOT the responsibil¬
ity of those groups to make people feel
included; to make them feel more
"comfortable" (as if comfort levels
were more important than issues).
And yet, people make the same as¬
sumption over and over again that it is
the responsibility of disenfranchised
students to "educate". Those who feel
intimidated must realize that it is their
job to inform themselves. It is their job
to find a way to relieve their ignorant
fear. It is their responsibility to edu¬
cate themselves on issues of concern.
The intimidation people feel is

their own to deal with- not anyone
else's, especially not those of disen¬
franchised students. It is the rhetoric
of fear that continues to surface which
people use as an excuse for NON-action and ultimately their own igno¬
rance. Sanders and the anonymous
students in the article accurately ex¬
emplify this detrimental sentiment.

I am writing in response to last
week's
article
regarding
the
Multicultural House. It seems obvi¬
ous that Peter Sanders had quite a few
preconceived notions about the
Multicultural House which is reflec¬
tive of what he chose to emphasize in
his article. Well, to him and all those
who feel similarly, all I have to say is I
feel no pity. Stop blaming others for
your self-imposed isolation from dif¬
ferent thoughts, ideas, and cultures.
You spoke of feeling "excluded," "un¬
welcome," and "uncomfortable." The
truth of the matter is that there are in¬
dividuals on this campus who have
never felt welcome, comfortable or in¬
cluded in most aspects of Bates life.
Whatever the original intentions of
the writer were, in the end this article
has racist undertones. Why is a build¬
ing which houses campus organiza¬
tions of people of color being at¬
tacked? Is it because people are just
now organizing and demanding that
Bates make changes in the curriculum,
admissions, and harassment policies.
Bates tries to bring students here from
different social, economic, and cul¬
tural backgrounds in an effort to deco¬
rate the campus. When these students
need help in adjusting to their new
environment, the administration is
not there for them. The people who
are there for them are individuals in
these multicultural organizations. I
have known so many students whose
responsibilities go beyond their school
work. They have the responsibility of
educating the students, faculty and
administration. The fact that indi¬
viduals on this campus cannot make
the effort to walk over and visit the
Multicultural House because they are
"intimidated" seems trivial to me.

Sincerely,
Shanti Nandi '96

Challenge your fear,
Katie Cushmore '96

Multicultural Center serves as a turning of tables
To the Editor:
We are writing in response to Pe¬
ter Sanders' article in the March 17,
Bates Student entitled "Multicultural
Center not a Panacea for Diversity's
Ills". The article addresses the nega¬
tive attitudes of many students to¬
wards the multicultural center. When
the center was originally founded, the
idea was to create a comfortable envi¬
ronment for under-represented
groups here on the Bates campus. As
members of under-represented
groups, we feel that the Multicultural

Center is doing a very good job in
serving its purpose.
Our parents always taught us that
people in glass houses shouldn't
throw stones. But here goes: the rea¬
son why people feel uncomfortable
going to the multicultural house is
that it is one of the few places where
the majority culture feels like the mi¬
nority. It's the first time for many
members of the dominant culture to
feel less powerful and important than
they think they are. It's as if the tables

were now turned. It is important for
people to understand that we feel just
as out of place everywhere else on the
Bates campus. While we know it's not
a conscious effort on people's part to
make us feel uncomfortable, that is the
way it turns out.
Many people may feel that the
Multicultural Center is causing the
polarization of the Bates community.
Well, the simple fact of the matter is,
the polarization of the Bates campus
existed long before the opening of the

Multicultural Center. This preexisting
polarization may not have been no¬
ticed by the non-oppressed students
on campus but it has been a constant
reality for those who have to deal with
it everyday.
If you feel like you're losing
your power, remember it's only one
little house!
Love always,
Nathaniel Orenstein '97
Tuyet Dinh '98
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Article perpetuates negative stereotypes
To the Editor:
We are writing in regards to the
article in The Student printed on Fri¬
day, March 17,1995, entitled /'Multi¬
cultural Center not a panacea for
diversity's ills." What exactly was The
Student hoping to accomplish with the
printing of this poorly written article?
Was it for the denigration of the ef¬
forts, primarily by multicultural stu¬
dents, to promote multicultural
awareness on the Bates campus? Or
was it simply to take quotes out of
context and illustrate the ignorance
abounding on the campus? Or did the
writer(s) even research the very place
that they slandered? One can receive
only a fraction of information from a
survey that was not randomly distrib¬
uted and was only responded to by
25% of the college community. Not
only were the positive quotes taken
out of context and misconstrued, but
other negative feelings, such as those
of being intimidated, were not veri¬
fied with further information or evi¬
dence. How can any newspaper print
such bold statements without even
backing them up with any concrete in¬
formation? Has The Student resorted
to writing articles that only perpetuate
stereotypes? After all, many of the stu¬
dents who have been lumped together
in the category of historically op¬
pressed people have been intimi¬
dated. Last year, epitaphs were writ¬
ten on walls around campus. Threat¬
ening phone calls were made and hate
mail distributed to various members
of those The Student referred to as his¬
torically oppressed. If anyone should

be intimidated, they should be. But
this is not to say that they are helpless
victims, because even without the
knowledge of those events, the his¬
torically oppressed groups are in¬
creasing in number on this campus.
These multicultural students are in¬
creasing the diversity of this campus
and being tolerant of individuals who
are afraid to step out of their familiar
and learn something new, . and
broaden their horizons. It is not the
responsibility of multicultural stu¬
dents to enlighten those who feel in¬
timidated, that task belongs to that in¬
dividual. He or she must address his
or her own fears or at least get an un¬
derstanding of why they feel that way.
The house is here to foster multicul¬
tural awareness without burdening
fellow students who happen to be
members of oppressed groups.
The problem is that this very ar¬
ticle is perpetuating negative stereo¬
types that move us further away from
accomplishing
the
goal
of
multicultural awareness. The writer(s)
quickly generalized personal opinions
of the 25% who responded to the cam¬
pus at large. Also, statements that
support the idea that "It [the
multicultural center] seems like a frat
house for a certain group of people
who have taken the thing over and it
is very intimidating to go there" such
as "other groups considered by some
to fall under the broad definition of
'multi' do not have offices in the cen¬
ter." This statement suggests that con¬
flict abounds in the center, and that is

just not the case, on the broadest level
(interpersonal conflicts aren't in¬
cluded here). The writer(s) did not
mention that BCF was offered an of¬
fice space but chose to stay in Chase
Hall. Also, The Student left out the fact
that groups not based on single racial
origins also hold office spaces in the
multi center, such as WAC and the In¬
ternational club. But using terms such
as "those groups" only foster a sense
of separation further polarizing the
campus. With the omission of such
facts it would seem that the article's
goal was to encourage the polariza¬
tion of the campus that it mentioned
before.
Students have requested a more
diverse atmosphere; however, when
attempts are made to accomplish that
goal, they are met with strong opposi¬
tion on various levels. The irony in
this whole situation is that this nega¬
tive, uninformed, and shallow article
appeared with an editorial entitled,
"Let us seek toleration of one an¬
other." Whether it is believed or not,
one of the main purpose's of the
multicultural house as stated by Dean
James Reese, is that "it was designed
to help give various groups on cam¬
pus a place to plan and present pro¬
grams and other gatherings. It also
brings many of the ethnic, religious,
and gender-biased groups together in
one space to interact."
Respectfully submitted,

Innocent
until proven
guilty
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
picture that accompanied the article
on Reggie Lewis that appeared in the
March 17 edition of The Bates Student.
This rather serious-looking drawing
depicted two young children looking
into a scene where Lewis' number had
been retired and a black man was
snorting cocaine. This picture was
definitely not a political cartoon, as it
very well should not have been due to
the very serious issues raised within
it.
My problem with this drawing is
that it portrayed who I assumed was
Lewis using drugs. I'm pretty lazy
and therefore have a difficult time
keeping up with the news outside of
the Bates campus, but as far as I know,
Lewis's alleged drug use was never
close to proven. This picture, in my
mind, seemed to illustrate support
from The Student of the accusations
that Lewis used illegal drugs. I do not
know if The Student, as a representa¬
tive of the students, had or has any
right to do this. In the context of thi$
drawing alone, I wish to merely bring
up the question, "Racism?".
Sincerely,

Nicolle Winbush '96
Jennifer Neal '96

More Letters to the Editor on Page 19

Alex Stamoulis '98
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How your
Volpi and Ellington, together at last!
clothing
Gala features Duke Ellington Orchestra, New Brown Hat
and more wonderful desserts
supports
exploitation
By Jeremy Viluumo

Staff Writer_

By Michelle Wong
Copy Editor

"I started working with AIWA
[after law school], and it was an
epiphany ... everything clicked. I was
able to work in a community like my
mom worked in, where I came out of,"
stated Helen Sunhee Kim, organizer
for Asian Immigrant Women Advo¬
cates who lectured on her experiences
in California as coordinator and edu¬
cator of exploited women garment in¬
dustry and technology workers. Her
presentation in Chase Lounge on
March 20 concluded Sangai Asia's
Hearing Voices, Finding Voice aware¬
ness month.
Kim's efforts to help organize
forces in the fight for environmental
and economic justice for women re¬
flects her mission to change the atti¬
tudes toward sweatshop and Silicon
Valley workers. Kim works out of
California, where both the booming
electronics industry and San
Francisco's garment industry only offer a highly concentrated yet substan¬
tial number of low paying, entry-level
jobs for immigrant women, some of
whom are overqualified and collegeeducated.
Employment opportunities of this
nature barely offer any benefits to
workers, who work six or seven days
under poor working conditions sim¬
ply because they need the money to
survive and because they do not have
or know the means in which they can
change the workplace, explained Kim.
Workers for the Jessica McClintock/
Scott McClintock/Gunne Sax labels
are prime examples of exploitation at
work: they are paid by the pieces
sewn, receive no overtime and are
generally resigned to living on a sub¬
sistence basis.
Employers' lack of compassion
for workers and their disregard to¬
ward basic safety needs often trans¬
lates to abuse in the workplace, as ob¬
served by Kim and various workers'
testimonials. One can gain a sense of
the rampant lack of humanity from
just a few of the ways in which
women are mistreated: they are
screamed at and treated as if they
were stupid, they suffer from inad¬
equate chemical ventilation, and there
is no way for them not to breathe in
harmful fibers. In addition, fire haz¬
ards, allergies, and accounts of paraly¬
sis are common.
Kim believes that English classes
can empower women by enabling
them to better communicate their feel¬
ings to employers. She teaches practi¬
cal statements and key phrases, such
as "I've had a headache all week," and
"You don't have to yell at me."
O
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Continued on Page 14, Column 1

Six years ago Bates College held
its first All-College Gala, beginning a
tradition that has grown in grandeur
and popularity with each passing
year. The event has evolved into a
thematic celebration with decorations,
food and music all revolving around a
central motif.
Jazz will be this year's theme, as
the Gala features The Duke Ellington
Orchestra among other musical ap¬
pearances. "The Duke Ellington Or¬
chestra stands on its own as a draw for
faculty, staff, and students," said Peter
Taylor. As Coordinator of Student
Activities, Taylor is largely respon¬
sible for organizing the Gala weekend
sponsored by the President's Office.
The nineteen-member Orchestra,
booked in September by Taylor, has a
mass appeal, one that reaches to the
many different age groups that are a
part of the College. Additionally, the
Orchestra was chosen to create not
only a wonderful musical experience,
but a social atmosphere as well.
"When you're dealing with a venue
like the Cage, you need a great big
sound," said Taylor. At the same
time, the volume of the group will not
overwhelm listeners, allowing them to
dance or mingle.
The Gala has a tradition of pre¬
senting musical artists from our own
community, and this year is no differ¬
ent. "What better way to start the
Gala than to highlight some on-cam¬ Mercer Ellington will lead the Duke Ellington Orchestra when they perform
photo courtesy Newbureau.
pus talent," remarked Taylor. This at Bates this weekend in this year’s Gala.
sphere, but also blending with the
age people and hope they will
year John Corrie and the Bates College
Gala's musical theme.
bring their instruments for an imChoir will perform choral works by
Concluding the weekend festivi¬
provisational jazz jam session,"
Mozart, featuring his acclaimed "Re¬
ties will be the Gala Sunday Jazz
said Taylor. This gives students
quiem." Following the choir will be
Brunch featuring Bates' resident jazz
who are not a formal part of the
jazz musicians/Bates faculty Mark
group, Zhaphoria. The music will
festivities a chance to share their
Howard, Anne Breau, and Ken
reel while Bates students settle down
talents with the rest of the commu¬
Labrecque in the Gray Cage.
to a meal that Bob Volpi, Director of
The next performers will be New
nity. "The purpose of the Gala is to
Food Services, hopes will prove wor¬
Brown Hat, a "jazzy, contemporary
bring everybody together for a
thy of completing the weekend's fes¬
rock" group recommended to Taylor
very special all-campus event, and
tivities. The jazz performance is de¬
to reaffirm the community we are
by a member of the Bates community.
signed so students who are interested
all a part of," remarks Taylor.
The ensemble often plays more dance
in playing with the group can simply
"And if nothing else, to eat good
music than The Duke Ellington Or¬
step-up and join in. "I really encour¬
food and listen to good music."
chestra, creating a different atmo¬

John Corrie, director of the Bates
College Choir, cues the basses in
the upcoming performance of
Mozart's “Requiem” and “Ves¬
pers”. (left) Written just prior to
Mozart's death, this work is
thought, by some, to be the best
of his career. Corrie brilliantly
brings together the angelic, yet
powerful, parts of soprano, alto,
tenor and bass to create an
acoustic masterpiece. Perfor¬
mances are on Friday and Satur¬
day at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the Olin Arts Concert Hall. Ad¬
mission is free, however seats are
limited, so come early to get a
good view!

Tke Arts

Is Generation X more than just
coffee ? A look at “Friends”
NBC believes its audience just isn’t dumb enough
‘(■mm'.

.

NBC

— U D/*

‘Friends’: it’s this show, about Xers, no doubt, made bt

Undue cynicism (as opposed to good old due cynicism) ask*, this just

___W..

r_

BREATH THAT THEY HATE HIM, AND PRONOUNCES VARIOUS FREUDIAN SENTENCES

__A

PLAY ALONG NOW).

I

If

>

w

TELEVISION PORTRAYS GEN XERS FAVORABLY AS STU-

on them. Though he is, after all, absolutely unukable, this cerebral

PIO, OR RESISTANT TO ANY KINO OF INTELLIGENCE, THEN PERHAPS THEY INTRO¬

BE FAfll, one doesn’t

FIGURE S NOTEWORTHY FOR THE CAST’s WHOLESALE REJECTION OF HIM, ANO

DUCE A NEW KIND Of JUVENILE, THUMB SUCKING, WHINY, CONCEITED ROLE

EXPECT MUCH OUT OF TELEVISION, BUT WHEN A MAJOR NETWORK DECIDES (UKE

HIS PSYCHOANALYTICAL HOCUS-POCUS. At THE VERY END, EVEN HIS GIRLFRIEND

model.

EVERY OTHER MANUFACTURER IN AMERICA) TO MAKE A PUT AT WHATEVER

(WHO OBVIOUSLY MUST CAST HIM OUT, FOR HE DIDN’T LIKE HER TRENDS),

THEN LIE WHILE ACTUALLY DOING IT. It’s THAT WHOLE SELF-DEFINITION THING

sou nos like a disaster, ano, honestly, it is.

To

‘SLACKER’ AUDENCE THEY THINK THEY CAN GET, I FEEL SOMEHOW NKLUDED.

DECLARES THAT SHE HATES HIM.

These days, it seems as if everything is pitched towards twentvish

me?

WHITE MALES.

WHBE,

WHINE...

So WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN TO YOU

ANO

AGAIN.

‘Friends’ purports to tell the audience who they are, and

The SHOW ITSELF JOKED THAT THE CHARACTERS ARE SCREAMING OUT,

I’ll tell ya.

“Define me, define me!

Television is amazing; no one can deny that, that the thing, that

specting viewer.

Anyway, I haven’t shn ‘Friends’ more than once or twice, but I did

STUPB VACUUM TUBE, IS SIMPLY UNBELIEVABLE.

WATCH IT LAST NIGHT, AND. . .WOW. There WOE SOME THREE PLOT LINES,

More television.

ONE OF WHICH WAS VWTUALLY INCOMPREHENSIBLE (WE*LL JUST IGNORE THAT

THE VIEWERS.

ONE); ONE THAT REVOLVE AROUND SOME APPALLING BABV-DRtTY-TALK MOTE

LARGELY OF 20-29 YEAR-OLDS (THAT’S THE APPARENT TARGET AUDIENCE...

In

How do

they sell it?

WHAT ARE THEY SELLING?

Love!

I need love!” parodying any self-re¬

The network folks hope that by redefining them

audience as stupid, that is, by subliminally reprogramming them to

They change the values of

INTERNALIZE ATTITUDES THAT THEY DON’T ACTUALLY BEUEVE, THEY CAN, FOR

THIS CASE, THE AUDIENCE IS COMPOSED, ONE ASSUMES,

THE FUTURE, CREATE AN EVEN MORE RECEPTIVE MARKET FOR THEM VACANT,
DOWNWARDLY-SPIRALLING COMMERCIAL PROGRAMMING.

(“boobes”, “peepee”, 4 ho ho, “tit 4 tat”. We’re

It’s FUNNY, REALLY.

The baby boomers accuse their

ALL ADULTS HERE, RIGHT?); AND A FASCINATING BIT MVOLV-

CHILDREN OF BERK CYNICAL, BUT THEN FORCE FEED THEM, M

SnKE THE CHARAC¬

THAT ALL-IMPORTANT PRIME TIME SLOT BETWEEN ‘SEINFELD’

BK AN OUTSCER, I.E. A ‘GUEST STAR1.

TERS ARE, WELL, FLAT (AND I UNDERSTAND THAT WE CAN’T

AND ‘E.R.’, A SPECIALLY BREWED BRAND OF CYNICISM.

EXPECT MORE THAN SUCH DEVELOPMENT AS: HE’S THE DUMB

EXHIBITING THE USUAL NETWORK MEAN-SPIRITEDNESS, ANO

one, she’s Courtney Cox, he’s the cute one, etc.), the

FILLMG THE TWENTY-ONE ALLOTTED SITCOM MINUTES WITH A

By

ENTRANCE OF A PSYCHOANALYTICAL BOYFRIENO (OF THE

SUCKED UP COMBINATION OF SUCKER CLICHES ANO DULLARD

HVPY, I BELIEVE, BUT WHO CAN TELL, REALLY?) ADOS AN

HUMOR, TV LOWERS THE STANDARDS OF THE MASSES M A SYS¬

BFIELLECTUAL ELEMENT TO THE PROCEEDINGS, THERETOFORE

TEMATIC, ANO VERY DIRECTED, FASHION.

MISSBK.

ENCE BETWEEN BAD TY ANO BAD TV SOU) TOWARDS ONE’S OWN

$0 THIS GUY SITS WITH THEM IN THEIR BOHEMIAN

DEMOGRAPHIC GROUP?

COFFEEHAUS, AS THEY PROCLAIM BENEATH THEIR COLLECTIVE

SURE.

WHY NOT?

WATCH OUT FOR THIS SHOW, KIDS.
THAN YOU THINK.

Almost real

Is THERE

A DIFFER¬

At ANY RATE,

It’s MORE SUBVERSIVE

In FACT, I’M FINDING MYSELF WANTING TO

PEEK IN ON ONE OF MY BUDDIES IN THE SHOWER, SO THAT I
MIGHT CATCH A GLIMPSE Of HIS THINGY, OR HER BOOBIES. Oh,

i

CAN ONLY HOPE. . .
-

Josh Vallee

The first time I sat down to watch “Friends” on

NBC, IT WAS FOR

ONE EXPRESS REASON.

I WAS TOO LAZY TO GET

Cup o’ wee-wee

UP BETWEEN THE END OF AN ACTUALLY DECENT MARRIED-COUPLE
HUMOROUS SITCOM NAMED “MAD

ArOUT You”

AND THE BEGIN¬

NING Of THE OBJECT OF MY IDOLATRY AS FAR AS TY GOES,
“Seinfeld”.

Frankly, I wasn’t hookbi. I even watchbi it
The coffee cups me quite lmge at Central Perk, and al¬

AGAIN TO SK IF I HAD PERHAPS CAUGHT IT ON A BAD NIGHT OR IF

though ONE IS INITIALLY ATTRACTED TO THE QUALITY STONEWARE THAT
IT WAS ONE PF THOSE HORRIBLE SHOWS THAT GROW ON YOU OVER
THESE JAVA FILLED MUGS SEEM TO POSSESS, ONE ALSO CAN’T HELP

TIME EVEN THOUGH THEY HAVE THE REDEEMING VALUE OF A TUB Of

THINKING THAT THE NAME OF THE COFFEE HOUSE IS SOMEHOW ALL TOO

FLUFF. It wasn’t.

APPROPRIATE.

I CAN PRACTICALLY SB THE EXECUTIVES AT THE NETWORK

\H

THE NAME DRAWS FROM TME QUINTESSENTIAL GEO¬

GRAPHIC LOCATION, CONSTANTLY REFERRED TO AS “THE CITY” AND THE

A SMOKE-FILLED ROOM TRYING TO FIND A SHOW THAT MIGHT

REFERENCE TO THE BYGONE ERA OF SILVHI BUPPING PERCOLATORS THAT
APPEAL TO THE TWENTYSOMETHING AUDIENCE. THEY FIGURE,
SIGNIFIED THE COFFEE WAS PIPING HOT, RATHER THAN ESPRESSO MA¬
THROW THREE GIRLS ANO THREE GUYS TOGETHER M APARTMENTS

CHINES WHICH CONTAIN TECHNOLOGY THAT

ACROSS THE HALL, GIVE THEM REALLY HOPELESS JOBS THAT FREE
UP THEM TME TO DO NOTHING TOGETHER, ANO SB WHAT HAP¬
PENS.

Get

NASA ENGINEERS

CURSE

WITH RAISED FISTS FROM THEIR LAIS. EVEN THOUGH THE COFFEEHOUSE
PROFFERS MERELY THE BACKDROP TO THE SHOW “FlUENOS,” IT SHMS

one gnu. who everyone will look at and say,

TO BE YET ANOTHER ASPECT OF THIS STTCOM THAT WANTS SO DESPER¬

“Haven’t I seen her somewhere before but I don’t really
REMEMBER BECAUSE THEY WERE SHOWS UKE ‘FAMILY Ties’ AND MOVIES UKE ‘ACE
Ventura: Pet Detective’?”, give her a brother who divorced his wife when
SHE DISCOVERED SHE WAS A LESBIAN ANO THAT SHE WANTS) TO BRMG UP A BABY WITH
ANOTHER WOMAN SHE CONCBVEO WITH MM, THROW HI A JAZZY ONE-LINE MAN WHO IS
LUCKLESS M LOVE, A SQUARE-JAWED, PLASTIC HAIRED ITALIAN WHO SPEAKS AS * HE
HAS A PLUG OF SOMETHING HARO PERMANENTLY WPLANTED M MS MOUTH, A DELIBER¬
ATELY MTZY ARTIST TYPE, AND A PRETTY NORMAL WAITRESS WHO HAPPENS TO JUST
scream “New Jersey”, ano you have a television show with countless leads
ANO PLOT CONSTRUCTIONS THAT READS UKE A CHOOSE-YOUR-OWN-ADVENTURE. HeU,

The divorce
generation battles
for the remote

THEY EVEN HAVE A PET MONKEY (I AM TOLD THAT THEY HAVE DEVOTED NEARLY THREE

Evert Thursday evening, the people m mv house scramble out of them
EPISODES ANO COUNTING TO MS ESCAPADES) FOR THE CUTESY APPEAL. THE MASSES WILL
ROOMS FOR A QUICK SEAT AND DIBS ON THE REMOTE CONTROL.

No OTHER NIGHT PACKS

ATELY TO BE TIED WITH THE GENERATION

X PHENOMENON-JUST UKE THE

Of THE I950’S CUP O’ JOE PRODUCIN’ PERCOLATOR.
fill it.

EVOCATION

THE SETTING REGS FOR ANGST TO

Characters rush in and congregate mound the plushlt oversized, yet

EARTHTONE, COUCH AND PROCEBI TO VENT MOUT THE DAY’S DILEMMAS.

TMS WEEK’S

EPISODE HAPPENED TO FIND ALL THE CHARACTERS INVOLVED M A SCANDAL OF A SUGHTLY
SEXUAL NATURE (NO, YOU DON’T SAY!) IN WHICH ONE Of THE FLIPPY HAIRED (MAYBE
THIS EXPUINS HOW “PERK” FITS INTO THE WHOLE SCENARIO), NAVAL-EXPOSING
WOMEN, OF THIS GROUP OF SIX FRIENDS, THREE MEN AND THREE WOMEN THANK YOU,
ANO FROM WHAT I GATHERED, THE ONLY ONE WHO WORKS (AH RUT SHE IS A WAITRESS
AT THE FAVORITE HANGOUT, HOW MSOUTTEIY NOVEL) IS SHN NAKED IT ONE Of THE
MALE CHARACTERS, WHOSE SMCASM IS CUTTING EDGE TO SAT THE LEAST ANO SUFFI¬
CIENTLY SPRINKLED WITH GROOVY POP CULTURE REFERENCES.

HAVE TO LOVE IT, OR AT LEAST THEY WILL STAY M THEM CHAIRS UNTIL THE REAL COM-

ThE

SEXUAL TENSIONS

SUCH A CROWD AND NO OTHER SHOW PACKS QUITE AN AUDIENCE UKE “FRIENDS” DOES.

BUILD FOB THE ENTIRETY OF THE SHOW, AS OUR FUPTASTK HEROINE ATTEMPTS RETRI¬

Thursday evenings skm to be the one evening when we are all fed up with

BUTION, OR AS FUNNY BOY CALLS IT, “TTT FOR TAT” ANO IRKS TO FINAGLE A SNEM AT

SCHOOL WORK AND FEB. AS THOUGH WE DESERVE A LITTLE YEG TIME. "FRIENDS”, WITH

HIS PENIS.

ITS WITTY DIALOGUE ANO SLACXEIl/vUPflE CAST Of CHARACTERS, FILLS THIS NEED PER¬

MALE SITUATION THAT IS SOMEHOW STRANGELY RESOLVED WHEN SHE, M ALL HER “ANY¬

FECTLY.

THING ROYS CAN DO, GIRLS CAN DO BETTER” CHARISMA, IMGES HI ON HIS ROOMMATE

EDY COMES ON ON THURSDAY MGHT.
And they do.

The

one-uhers are almost gooo enough, the situations

ALMOST RKMRC ENOUGH, ANO THE PEOPLE ACTUALLY DO HAVE, ON OCCASION, WHAT

This

SCENARIO PROVIDES the desired EFFECT OF a competitive female/

PASSES FOR TENDER MOMENTS. EVERYONE FROM COLLEGE STUDENTS TO THE OLDER
CHUTZPAH CROWD HAS TUNED M AT ONE TME OR ANOTHER ANO DECIDED THAT THIS

Fob SOME REASON, the SET REMINDS ME Of the ROOM BELONGING to a grown
SHOW IS ALMOST WORTHWHRE. MAYBE THEY ARE HOPING THAT IT WILL GET BETTER
ANO ACTUALLY ATTAIN “FUNNY” STATUS

9

IN THE SHOWER.

SHE SAYS TO HIM, AS THEY ALL STAND IN THE TOO URGE LIVING ROOM

UP VERSION OE PuNKY BREWSTER. Purple DOORS WITH YELLOW PICTURE FRAMES?

FOR UNEMPLOYED TWENTYSOMETHINGS LIVING IN NEW YORK

It’s as though the art director fob this show has decwb that nouveau yuppie

TO BE HI THE SHOWER SO I COULD SEE YOUR THING.”

sets ARE IN. Nevertheless, the coeeee house "Central Perk” where we usu¬

THING WAS WITH ME IN THE BEDROOM.”

ally emd OUR CHARACTERS MEETING AFTER A LONG DAY AT WORK, IS JUST THE SORT OE

IN AIL THE EUPHEMISMS THAT EXIST FOR “WEE-WEE.”

THEY ROOT FOR IT. This SHOW IS, WHILE IT

MAY BE PAINFUL FOR ME TO ADMIT, SOMEWHAT ENTERTAINING M in OWN WAY, NOT
BECAUSE I FEEL SORRY FOR IT, ANO FOR THOSE Of US WHO ACTUALLY SIT DOWN ANO

At

ClTY,

“You’re SUPPOSED

“SORRY,” HE RESPONDS, “MY

LEAST IT WAS A COMPLETE INSTRUCTION

WATCH TINS CHEESE THAT PASSES FOR BITERTAINMENT, BUT BECAUSE IT REFLECTS WHAT

PLACE I WOULD LOVE TO SPEND TIME.

$0 DESPITE ALL THE TIMES I LAUGHED WHEN THE CANNED AUDIENCE DIDN’T, I

MOST OF US WOULD UKE TO BE DOOM RIGHT NOW - LIVING A NOTHING UFE WHILE
THE CHARACTERS OF "FmENOS” ARE TOUR USUAL RUNCH OF SITCOM PEOPLE:

DO THINK THERE IS SOMETHING ACTUALLY REDEEMING HERE.

In THE MIDST OF THE

TKVWG TO FIGURE OUT SOMETHNC WORTHWHILE TO DO.
THE LONER, THE LOSER, THE GOOO-LOOKING ONE, THE SMART ONE, THE STUPID ONE

Maybe college srunEnn around the country actually yearn to
THEY ARE SOMEDAY, LIVING THIS

TV LIFE WITH

re uke
AND, FOR FLAVOR, THE HYSTERICAL AND EMOTIONALLY WEIRD ONE.

BlIT THE

COMPETING PLOTS CONCRNMG AN EXTRAMARITAL AFFAIR OF SOMEONE’S STEREOTYPI¬

DIALOGUE,

CAL! Italian parents (just recall any episode of Who’s the Boss when Tony

DESPITE THE ANNOYING LAUGH TRACK, IS GENUINE, WITTY ANO LOTS Of FUN. ALTHOUGH

VISITS HIS RELATIVES IN THE OLD NEIGH(ORHOOO) AND A PSYCHOANALYST WHO SEEMED

THERE STILL EXISTS A HUGE STEREOTYPE WHEN IT CORKS TO MALE-FEMALE INTERACTION,

ESPECIALLY FOND OF TURTLENECKS, SOME OF THE CHARACTERS APPEARED TO BE STEP¬

THIS HALE-HOUR SHOW AT LEAST ATTEMPTS TO CREATE A SOMEWHAT NATURAL DIALOGUE.

PING

The writers for this show aren’t afraid to show the ranter ano the teasing,

Gen

AS WELL AS THE SUPPORT ANO TME TRUST, THAT MOST OF US HAVE WITH OUR FRIENDS.

LAUGHING AT THEMSELVES.

BEAUTIFUL HYRERROUC CHARACTERS M

A MCE APARTMENT COMPLEX NEXT TO A COFFEE SHOP/HANGOUT, EXCHANGING ONE-LIN¬
ERS ANO LITTLE MSIGHTS ANO LEAOMG A UFE OF FUN WITHOUT HAVING TO FACE THE
CRM REALITIES THAT EXIST M THE REAL WORLD. THEY LAUGH WHEN THE DAMN MON¬
KEY SWITCHES THE

TV TO

SPANISH, ANO BBmFY WHEN THE DIVORCEE TRIES FRIIS-

TRAT1NGLY TO EXPRESS MS LOVE FOR JERSEY-GIN.. Sure, TMS IS NOT ONE OF THOSE

As A GENERATION, WE ARE

FACED WITH REDEFINING WHAT IT IS TO RE, ANO TO

OUnRIE

OF THEMSELVES BY POKING FUN AT THE POSTCARD PICTORIALS OF THIS

X environment.

Many parts were laughable because the characters were
THE GUY WITH THE NICE CAESAR HAIR CUT, ALWAYS STEW¬

ING ABOUT MS WIFE WHO LEFT HIM FOR ANOTHER WOMAN AND WHO IS NOW PREG¬

SHOWS THAT YOU NUDGE YOUR RUDDY M COMMONS ANO SAY, “HEY, YOU WATCH IN’

Bur it

also isn’t “Baywatch”. I’ll sit through it.

I’ll

LET MYSELF UNWIND BEFORE THE MONES OF “SflNEEU)” ATTACK MY FUNNYBONE.

But

get "Party of Five.”

it won’t let me forget that qualtty programming does exist, ano that there is
more to UFE THAN IV.
* S 1 *

*

- Jason Schauble
*• *4 * ■$

- »'*•» * ♦ # t » i # i'«nYf i mi in

He’S

HAVE, A NORMAL, TYPICAL FAMILY UNIT. “FMENDS” MAY NOT IE THE MOST MTELU-

NANT, IS PREOCCUPIED WITH HIS FAULTY MANHOOD, BUT M A QUIRKY WAY.

GENT SHOW ON TELEVISION THESE DAYS, MIT IT DOES HAVE SOME MSIGHT INTO THE

SUGHTLY KLUTZY WHICH IS TERMINALLY ENDEARING.

PIVOTAL NATURE OF FRKNOSMPS FOR A GENERATION Of DIVORCE. THIS INSIGHT MIGHT

STRANGE SENSE OF SECURITY PROVIDED (T A RUNCH OF BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE, WHETHER

EXPLAM THE SHOW’S POPULARITY, ANO WHY IT IS THAT “FmENOS” IS USUALLY ON THE

SIPPING COFFEE OR EATING PIZZA, THAT REMINDS ONE WHAT THE SHOW IS AIL ABOUT-

TV, NO MATTER WHO GETS THE REMOTE.

“oh, my Gawd, I have the muncheeeez!”

“Fbknos” tonight? What tme should I come over?” It won’t make you for¬

-SARAH COULTER

HEM,

HEN.

ALSO

AltO THERE IS THAT

- Lmira Lambert
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Desolation,
with a dash
of optimism
By David Coggins
Staff Writer_

Sarah McLachlan's song "Ice" begins with
an appealing but dangerous invitation: "The ice
is thin, come on dive in." Beneath the surface is
her world - one of vulnerability and loneliness which lies restlessly behind the fluid vocals in
all of her songs. McLachlan evoked images of
desolation marked by dashes optimism,
throughout her concert at Portland's State The¬
ater.

Though PJ Harvey appears to have just risen froma peaceful dreamy slumber, her new albulm, with
its dark over- and undertones, suggests that she hasn’t slept in years, photo courtesy Island Records.

Sealed with a kiss
“To Bring You My Love” by PJ Harvey
By Rob Kaplan
Staff Writer

About this time every year, I suffer from a
month-long depression. After months of consis¬
tently gray Maine winter skies, I lose some perspec¬
tive. I lose control over my emotions; I can act rashly.
I begin to feel overwhelmed with negativity, self¬
doubt and hopelessness. I really need a good vaca¬
tion.
The arrival of spring usually cures me, and con¬
sequently, I begin to feel doubly optimistic, as a
means of making up for the time wasted grousing.
But, as any window will illustrate, dirty snow still
feebly piles street comers and no one except the in¬
tellectually challenged are perusing the bubble in a
pair of jams. Hence, I still feel pretty darn bad.
Apparently, so does PJ Harvey. The British trio,
led by singer/guitarist extraordinaire Polly Harvey,
has just released their third album "To Bring You
My Love". An eccentric batch of drawn out songs
dealing with love, lust, heartbreak, unrequited love
and other sticky subjects, "To Bring You My Love"
best recreates the aural aesthetics of how this
weather can make me feel: poignant, depressed and
slightly euphoric. Each song, from the haunting
slow waltz of the title track to the playful mantra of
"Down By the Water," reeks of the mixed emotions
that the comfort and boredom of depression can
yield.
"To Bring You My Love" was recorded in
Battersa, England in September and October of 1994,
and was produced by Harvey, Flood (of Nine Inch
Nails and U2 fame) and John Parish. Though more
subdued than her previous work, 'To Bring You My
Love" has won praise from a variety of sources. The
• Nation, which I previously did not know had a
record review section, called Harvey, "funny, caus¬
tic, witty, savage, bruising, ironic and [who would
have of guessed?] raw." Rolling Stone has heaped
more honors than you can shake a stick at, including
a four star review, on young Harvey, and Spin, in a
newly revised record section has given "To Bring
You My Love" a perfect ten, calling it "brilliant."
Polly Jean Harvey formed the first incarnation of
PJ Harvey in 1991 in her hometown of Somerset,
England. Forging a stripped down sound, PJ Harvey
consists solely of Harvey on guitar and vocals, ac¬

companied by a bassist and a guitarist. The group
released its first single, "Dress" in the Fall of 1991 on
the British indie label Too Pure. After Harvey's sec¬
ond single, "Sheela-Na-Gig" attracted attention in
February of 1992, the band signed with Island
Records, which released its debut album "Dry" in
March of that year.
"Dry" received a plethora of glowing reviews
including top ten best album of year honors from,
most notably, Rolling Stone, the Village Voice and
the New York Times.
To follow up, Harvey forsook heavy touring to
record their second album, "Rid of Me" in a two
week span with Nirvana "In Utero" producer Steve
Albini. The resulting record was a blistering tribute
to love, loss and how men abuse their phalluses. On
the title track, Harvey screamed in almost intoler¬
able levels, "lick my legs I'm on fire," which, accom¬
panied by a pulsating bass line and screeching gui¬
tars, sounded more like a threat than a request. "50
Foot Queenie" detailed PJ's fantasies to prance
around stage with a large penis, a la Robert Plant.
U2, ever willing to compensate for their own
pathetic nature by surrounding themselves with
younger bands with fresh ideas, invited Harvey to
open their Zooropa monstrosity in 1993. Newsweek,
showing how little they understand anything, enig¬
matically labeled Harvey's work as "performance
art."
"To Bring You My Love" diverges dramatically
from PJ Harvey's previous three records (Polly
Harvey, solo, released a stripped down recording of
many of the songs on "Rid of Me" and "Dry" last
year as an album entitled "Four Track Demos.")
First and foremost, Polly Jean Harvey dispenses of
her backing band proper on this record. Aside from
singing and playing guitar, Harvey plays all key¬
boards and most percussion on most of the tracks.
Picking up the slack are multi-instrumentalists Joe
Gore (known for his work with Tom Waits) and
"Love" co-producer John Parish. Second, Harvey
added a string section and a variety of nutty instru¬
ments including marimbas, chimes and bells, giving
this album a sound eerily reminiscent of Tom Waits
"Bone Machine".
"This has loads of different moods and stylistic
variations," co-producer Flood insists. "And, it re¬
ally is a solo record." And, a darn good one, at that.

Concert Review
McLachlan, who recorded her first album
when she was just nineteen, has had to deal with
conflicting advice and painful expectations,
which often accompanies success at such a
young age. These issues are prominent in
"Wait", where she seems jaded and alone: "Un¬
der a blackened sky, far beyond the glaring
street lights, sleeping on empty dreams ..."
Similarly, in "Plenty" she reveals, "I used to
think my life was often empty, a lonely place."
In "Elsewhere", she is still determined to live
and love freely: "Live, got to live my life the way
I feel is right for me."
McLachlan's work has evolved from early
atmospheric pieces relying, perhaps too heavily,
on keyboards, to current songs that involve
more complete instrumentation which better
complements her wonderful voice.
Many of her songs described the difficulties
she faces as a woman. After telling a story of her
frustration with men who say they're "sensitive,
nineties-guys, just so they can get laid," she
played "Plenty", a song about one of these men.
She dedicated "Mary" to mothers, which she
said was about sacrifices.
Playing with a skillful six-piece band,
McLachlan's voice remained the focus of the
show at the State Theater. Displaying total com¬
mand of tone, she gracefully moved between a
near whisper and crisp falsetto in "Fear".
Using intriguing, elegant come-ons, she
commanded, "I would be the one to hold you
down, kiss you so hard, I'll take your breath
away," in her best song, "Possession". In the
title track from her most recent album, "Stum¬
bling Towards Ecstasy" (Arista Records), she is
more forceful, "If I feel a rage, I won't deny it. I
won't fear love."
"Good Enough" captures her feelings to¬
wards the difficulties of love: "Don't tell me I
haven't been there for you/just tell me why
nothing is good enough." If Sarah McLachlan is
unsure about her prospects of love, she per¬
forms her songs with the confidence her talent
deserves.
Paula Cole opened the concert with lively
straightforward songs that achieved an unusu¬
ally quick-paced rhythm though they were per¬
formed with only an acoustic guitar and simple
drums. Like Sarah McLachlan, much of Cole's
work involves the insecurities associated with
love. Drawing work mostly from her album
"Harbinger" (Indigo Records), Cole passion¬
ately delivered a fine, surprisingly soulful set,
held together by her superb voice.
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Boycott of McQintock labels cont.

The Arts

What do you mean, you aren’t
coming to see my show ?
Bayne
Gibbey ‘95

Continued from Page 11, Column 1
Breaking down the stereotypes that label the
workers and the "clean" industries in which they
work is necessary in order to uncover the truth and
change the actual reality of the situations. Kim cites
a backlash attack on immigrants as one of the rea¬
sons why these labels and conditions continue to
persist.
In order to explain their alarmingly minimal la¬
bor costs, employers use consumers' demands for
cheaper products as justification for having to cut

down wages. Despite this seemingly rational logic,
Kim notes that corporations, especially in the gar¬
ment industry, rake in such large profits that it does
not matter where or by whom clothing is made
[whether by people who work for more or less than
minimum wage], for the companies will nonetheless
substantially gain by their manipulation and mark¬
ups. Jessica McClintock laborers, for example, typi¬
cally receive $5 for a dress that retails for $175.
Companies are unconscionably circumventing
these issues by utilizing a legal liability loophole by
hiring middlemen who in turn hire the immigrant
workers. Thus, the exploitation cannot be legally at¬
tributed to the companies, but to the cheap labor
contractors who competitively bid with each other to
win their contracts. AIWA is working to change this
practice too.
Recently, Jessica McClintock offered a "chari¬
table [compensatory] contribution" to her female
workers, but only if they signed an agreement to not
hold her responsible for their exploitation. Five out
of twelve women signed; the other seven withheld
on principle. McClintock also tried to maintain the
women's silence, said Kim, by attempting to "buy
out" the Asian community by giving $1000 checks to
various Asian organizations located in California.
After all of this, the immigrant women just want re¬
spect, related Kim.
Finally, Kim emphatically stated that student ac¬
tivism can help change attitudes towards immigrant
workers' plights. She strongly advocates boycotting
the McClintock labels and researching other compa¬
nies' manufacturing methods. Interested Bates stu¬
dents can get involved on their own or by contacting

searches
the

audi¬

ence for the
recently
mellowed
Arts

editor

during

her

senior the¬
sis

show

“Story of My
Life”

this

weekend.
Barney Beal
photo.

"Story of My Life", a one-woman show adapted
from the novel of the same name by Jay
Mclnerney, tells the story of Alison, a twentyyear old aspiring actress living in New York City
in the late 1980's. Each night is a new adventure,
not infrequently catastrophic. See the Arts Calen¬
dar for further details.

Grace Eng '98 for more information.
Finally, Kim elaborated on the rewards of her ef¬
forts: "It [my continuing experience] heightened my
individual sense of justice. Women's voices are
squashed, and they don't have to repeat this cycle.
Any generation is too valuable to be wasted like that.
Things can make a difference."

Helen Sunhee Kim lectures. Barney Beal photo.
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EUROPE $169

We Deliver Kegs
Free of Charge!!
We have the lowest
prices on kegs
around!!

UsSBOOS

(BEVERAGES)

REDEMPTION

Deliveries also on
weekends!!

CARIBBEAN/MEXICO $189 R/T
If you can beat these prices, start your
own damn airline!

Air-Tech Ltd. (212)219-7000
info@airtech.com
HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn up to $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience un¬
necessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area.
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 102C

New Store!!
694 Main Street, Lewiston 782-1482

Summer at
Brandeis

^thiiiu lily
Liberal Arts
Near Eastern and
Judaic Studies
Premedical Sciences
Foreign Languages:
intensive, on-campus and
overseas
Chamber Music
Workshop
Law, Medicine and Health
Policy Program

—June 5-July 7
Session II —July lO-August I I
• Small classes taught by Brandeis faculty
• Competitive tuition
• Courses for high school, undergraduate and
graduate students
• Convenient location
Information, catalog and application:

Summer Program Office
Rabb School of Summer,
Special, and Continuing Studies
Brandeis University
P.O. Box 9110
Waltham, MA 02254-9110
(617) 736-3424
FAX: (617) 736-3420
E-mail: summerschool
@ brandeis.edu

OWmSi ANNIE S
96 COURT ST.

This Weeks Specials
Budweiser Suitcases
$11.99 plus tax and deposit
Ronrico Rum Drinks
$6.99 a case plus tax and deposit
Assorted Miller cases
$6.99 plus tax and deposit

|-WBBwiuJtu... • . 1

A

WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK, ONE MORE FOR
THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT MEANING.
Alcohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don’t
drink and ride. Or your last Coy
drink might be your last drink Vfiy
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATIONS

In an instant
astrokecan
change your life
forever

CURIO Slid

Choose from a variety of
vintage clothing, jewelry, hats,
or other accessories. Every¬
thing available from tacky and
funky to elegant and stylish.
Open seven days a week
10-5 Mon. thru Sat.,
Noon-5 Sunday
207-782-0638
AUBURN, MAINE

American Heart
Association
Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

Reduce your risk factors

Make a
contribution to
life after death.
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Calendar
Concert: The College Choir, under the di¬
rection of John Corrie, will be performing
Mozart's "Requiem" and "Vespers" this
evening and Saturday at 8 p.m. and on
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Olin Arts Concert
Hall. Come early, no reservations or tick¬
ets available and seats are limited!
Lecture: Tracy Strong, a professor of po¬
litical science at the University of Califor¬
nia at San Diego, discusses "Music, Voice,
Politics: Nietzsche and Rousseau" at 4:10
p.m., Friday, March 24, in Chase Hall
Lounge.

Media’s misogyny marginalizes “The Dead”
By David Kociemba
Arts Editor

The most interesting thing about Sam Raimi's
"The Quick and the Dead" is the misogynistic re¬
sponse to it on the part of its reviewers. Mainly, re¬
viewers have complained that this film doesn't
show enough skin. Consider this gem concerning
Sharon Stone from The New Yorker, which is sadly
representative of the media's response: "Her
round-the-clock task in life is to stand and glow like
a lighthouse while the male species breaks up on
the rocks around her. Thus far, only 'Basic Instinct'
has allowed her to fulfill this sacred duty. 'The
Quick and the Dead' goes so far in the other direc¬
tion that at one point she wakes up in someone's
bed without having had any sex. I don't get it.
Where's the fun in that?" This lament was also re¬
peated as a significant flaw in the film, within a
generally glowing review, by The New York Times.
Let's see ... Sharon Stone's sole purpose in life
is to be objectified for the lurid, drooling purposes
of men. As an attractive woman, Stone is only good
for sex, preferably lots of it. Does anyone else have
a problem with this characterization of an effective
actress and a strong businesswoman, who inciden¬
tally co-produced this picture? This review was
also the first time I have ever seen "sacred" and
"Basic Instinct" in the same sentence.
Reviews like these serve only to force Stone
into stereotypical roles, and by extension oppress

(MISTER

other attractive women who have the nerve to por¬
tray women with an active sexual appetite by type¬
casting them. In order to receive reviews that enable
her films to be profitable, Stone must now act to fit
the reviewers' preconceived biases. The media then
creates a stereotype of the nature of women who are
not sexually passive.
Actresses now face a disheartening choice when
presented with a project that happens to include re¬
alistic sexuality. By accepting such a role, they be¬
come typecast if they do anything close to an effec¬
tive job. In refusing, they miss a chance at one of the
few roles which offers them a chance to portray the
full spectrum of female experience.
This patriarchal response on the part of the na¬
tional news media has obscured and marginalized a
fine, entertaining film. Sharon Stone gives a solid,
brooding performance reminiscent of Clint
Eastwood. She plays Ellen, who, tormented by her
past, comes to the town of Redemption for, well...
redemption. The pretext for all this comes from a
Sweet Sixteen scenario in which the winner of the
town's quick-draw gunfighting contest takes home
the cash, while spurring the business of the local
undertaker. Raimi's skewed look at this genre know¬
ingly sends up all its conventions in a manner that
will delight any aficionado (my favorite was his use
of ultra-convenient mood weather, for each of the
gun battles). Had the mainstream media's film re¬
viewers been less interested in Sharon Stone's - ass they would have enjoyed a film worth seeing.

Serving Breakfast until 1:00 pm
Open Seven days a week.

<BflGEL
336 CENTER STREET, AUBURN
PHONE 777-7007

Hours
Monday - Friday
6 - 3 pm
Saturday 6 - 2 pm
Sunday 7 -1 pm

EAT IN
OR
TAKE OUT

There are
two kinds of
heart attack
victims.
The quick
and the dead.
m

Life’s too short.

V

American Heart
Association

Lecture: John Kelsey, professor of psy¬
chology at Bates, presents a brief and in¬
formal talk on 'The Role of Brain Trans¬
plants in Treating Degenerative Neuro¬
logical Disorders" as part of the Friday-afternoon lecture series "Science, Technol¬
ogy and Ethics". This event begins at 4:15
p.m., on Friday, March 24, in Muskie Ar¬
chives.
Gala: The President's Gala is this weekend! Jazz it up with Bates' own Mark
Howard, Anne Breau and Ken Labrecque
at 8:30 p.m. in the Grey Athletic Building.
The Duke Ellington Orchestra begins at
9:00 p.m. in the Grey Cage, while "New
Brown Hat" plays in Alumni Gym begin¬
ning at 9:30 p.m.
Recital: Grant Johannesen will be per¬
forming at St. Luke's Cathedral in Port¬
land as part of the Portland Concert
Association's concert series. Tickets for the
3:00 p.m., March 26, show are on sale now
for only $20. Call 772-8630 for more infor¬
mation.
Dance: "Dance was never just for
women," says Esduardo Mariscal, "and
contemporary folk dances from Northern
Mexico are proving that!" This new dance
course will be held every Monday, from
5:30 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. in Merrill Gym.
Bring your dancing shoes and come pre¬
pared to have fun! (PE credit included!)
Lecture: Author and scientist Rudolf Vrba,
a survivor of the Auschwitz death camp,
presents an illustrated talk on his experi¬
ences, "Personal Memories of S.S. Doctors
at Auschwitz". This amazing talk begins
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 29, in the
Olin Arts Concert Hall.
Concert: Going, going, gone! The
Deansmen and Merrimanders will be giv¬
ing their last performances of this year,
Thursday, March 30 at 7 and 9 p.m., in the
Olin Arts Concert Hall. This concert is
free, but seats are limited. Come early!
Lecture: Ronald Oaxaca, a professor of
economics at the University of Arizona,
speaks as part of the Bates lecture series on
multiculturalism, Thursday, March 30, at
7:30 p.m., in the Muskie Archives.
Reading: Poet Ann Lauterbach, a member
of the faculty at City University of New
York, reads from her work on Thursday,
March 30 at 8:00 p.m. in the Chase Hall
Lounge.

IM sports
provide a
welcome
diversion
BY Margaux D'Auteuil
Staff Reporter_

For some, the name "intramural
sports" conjures up hideous memo¬
ries of junior high school- handfuls of
puberty-stricken awkward youths
running around a gym in uniform
gray tees and short shorts with the
American flag prominently displayed
in the background and a middle-aged
man in bright white knee-high tube
socks with a whistle around his neck
poised in the center of the court. Cer¬
tainly, this is not the portrait of ath¬
letic excellence one refers to when dis-

T HE
Lighter
Side
cussing the thirty-year-old intramural
program at Bates. With intense tour¬
naments, full schedules, referees, and
various leagues, there is more to this
program than the name may imply.
The 1995 intramural basketball
season was concluded on Tuesday,
March 21. The basketball program
had a marked increase in participation
this year with 6 "A" teams, 8 "B+"
teams, 4 "B-" teams, and 4 women's
teams. The teams were broken down
by levels (with "A" being the highest)
and the students themselves chose the
level of competition at which they
wanted to play. The intramural ath¬
letes organized their own teams, and
usually composed them out of 7 to 10
friends or dorm mates. Games were
organized and scheduled by intramu¬
ral co-coordinators Scott Marchildon
'95 and Mary Sporcic '96. Intramural
Director Sherry Deschaine spoke very
highly of these two students, and re¬
marked, "They have done a terrific job
- they've even added hockey in the
first year of the arena. They're always
in tune with the demands of the com¬
munity. Many of their one-time spe¬
cial events have added diversity and
have been well received, and we have
had a substantial number of students
involved in the program."
The "A" league title was captured
this year by the faculty and staff team
captained by Dean Reese. Spectators
and other IM participants considered
Reese's team to be the underdog to the
favored team, "Juice", (assembled by
Jason Schauble '97) in the final en¬
counter, but as Marchildon noted,

Continued on Page 17, Column 1

Pucksters whip MMA 124
to end season on a high note
By Lynn Maziarz
Staff Reporter_

The men's hockey team came to¬
gether particularly well on Wednes¬
day, March 22, to win their last game
of the season against Maine Maritime
by a score of 12-4. This last win gave
the Bobcats a 16-3 record for the sea¬
son, and also served to spotlight the
young talent that will propel the team
into its next season.
The game began slowly for the
Bobcats, with MMA winning the first

Hockey
face off and scoring within the first
two minutes of play. But it didn't take
the Bobcats long to take off. With the
skill of Paul Nemetz-Carlson '98 and
Ryan Sahr '97, Bates finished the first
period up by two. During the second
period, Sahr and Nemetz-Carlson
again distinguished themselves by
scoring one and two goals respec¬
tively. James Bourgoin helped the
team out with a goal at 3:29 into the
period, and just as it appeared that
Bates had cashed out for the second
period, co-captain and defenseman
Tim Heidemann '95 bagged a beauti¬
ful shot from the blue line. MMA

A Bates attacker goes in for one of the team's twelve goals in their recent
win over Maine Maritime, even with the obvious clip. Barney Beal photo.
managed to squeeze in three goals in
the second period, but the Bobcats
went into the last third of the game up
by three.
Even though a back injury sent
Heidemann to the hospital, the team
came together especially well in the
third period. The period began with
Jason Perkins '97 assisting NemetzCarlson in his first goal of the period
at 4:37. Then Perkins scored two goals,
with Sahr assisting each. NemetzCarlson and Bourgoin then finished

up the period and the game with one
more goal apiece.
Winning the final home game
seems to be an upbeat end to the
men's successful but hectic season.
"This season has had its ups and
downs more than our record shows,"
stated co-captain Chris Weinberg '95.
He further explained, "We've had
conflicts within the team and there
was a crane on the ice for a few weeks.
Continued on Pagel9, Column 1

Rowers yearn for ice to melt
By Lmjren Cardonsky and
Ryan Spring

"Overall, this is the strongest
Bates crew team I have ever seen,"
commented Coach Lani Tuscano
when asked to describe this year's
Bobcat crew team. Thanks to their off¬
season dedication and enthusiasm,
this year's team is poised to compete
with the best in New England.
Last spring, the Bobcat male row¬
ers had a strong season, despite hav¬
ing a relatively young team. The
men's novice eight team, made up of
first-years only, rowed to the semifi¬
nals of last year's Dad Vails Regatta.
Also last year, the men's lightweight

four team earned a bronze medal at
the New England Championship Re¬
gatta. Finally, as a whole team, last
year's squad (men and women) won
the Vermont Cup.
This spring, led by captain Jeb
Fowler '97, Bates plans to improve on
last year's excellent performances.
"We expect to do really well at New
England's this year. We have a lot of
very, very good talents at every level,"
said Fowler. These high expectations
are largely due to the hard work put in

by the entire team during the off-sea¬
son, which started this past fall on the
various rivers of New England.
The Bobcats brought their erg ma¬
chines indoors for the winter and con¬
tinued to train intensely. "1 have re¬
ally been impressed with the dedica¬
tion of this year's team," commented
Tuscano.
The women's crew team plans on
being on the water by the first of
April. Most of the team members
have not been on the water since the
end of the fall season. Yet some lucky
rowers were able to make it out to
Texas over February break. While in
Texas the team practiced at the Uni¬
versity of Texas in Austin. Betsy
Rivinis '97 said, "The time there was
really productive and fun, but it was
just a shame that the whole team
could not have been there." Even be¬
fore the boats are officially launched,
coach Toscano believes that "This
team has the greatest amount of po¬
tential of any women's team to date."
The women's team will consist of
two novice and three varsity boats. Of
the three varsity boats there are two
open weight and one lightweight
boat. The novice boat, which is made
up of first and second year rowers, is
looking faster and more fit. These
words can also describe the entire
team as a whole. Despite being lim¬
ited to indoor practicing, 'The team is

in really high spirits and everyone has
been pushing their limits in order to
prepare for the coming season," said
Kara Buckstaff '97.
Recently the women's team
battled both Colby and Bowdoin in an
2000-meter erg race. In its first compe¬
tition of the season, Bates looked re¬
ally strong as all the rowers on aver¬
age took ten seconds off of their best
scores. Both novice and varsity boats
won in their size and erg divisions.
The first official women's regatta
of the season will take place on April
ninth at URL There Bates will be com¬
peting against both URI and
Middlebury. Judging from last year's
matchup this should be a close and
exciting race as Bates beat Middlebury
but was virtually even with URI. The
race will also give Bates a chance to
see where it stands in comparison to
its tougher competition.
Both teams have been working
hard, and this was especially evident
last week, when they kept the erg ma¬
chines running in Chase Hall for
twenty-four hours. Each team mem¬
ber asked parents and friends to spon¬
sor them in order to raise money for
travel expenses for the coming season.
With all of the various pledges and
with some school donations, the crew
Continued on Page 18, Column 3
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Intramurals offer
athletic alternative
Marchildon have increased publicity
Continued from page 16, Column 1
through efforts to get the word out to
"The faculty team really stepped up
the campus in order to let the students
and came on strong in the end." Al¬
know that the intramural program ex¬
though today the winners of the vari¬
ists and that it is popular and impor¬
ous teams walk away with perhaps a
tant. "When you get 200-400 students
sense of pride and accomplishment, in
doing something, that is a substantial
the past (over thirty years ago) the
chunk of the student body and all at¬
College winners received plaques,
tempts should be made to foster that
and competition was not only among
trend," remarked Deschaine.
Batesies, but also with
Marchildon commented
teams from Bowdoin and
that the increased publicity
“When you get
Colby.
seems to have helped not
Though the presenta¬ 200-400 students
only to increase involve¬
tion of awards might have
ment but also to regard
doing
been lost in the archives,
feedback about what stu¬
something...all
the level of competition
dents would like to see or
persists- especially with
attempts should not see in the future. A se¬
the basketball teams.
rious effort has been made
Sporcic remarked, "The be made to foster
to try to get more women to
that trend”
games are intense as are
participate. "Those who
the participants, especially
-coach Sherry
participated in the basket¬
at the 'A' level, where the
ball program this winter
Deschaine
best players play."
were commited to playing.
As Coach Deschaine
They had a good schedule,
commented, the profile of the intra¬
and they had fun. I hope we will see
mural athlete remains unchanged at
this [trend] carry over into next year,"
Bates. He describes the IM partici¬
stated Marchildon.
pants as "students looking for an out¬
Coach Deschaine, though very
let with some structure, but loose
satisfied with the amount of involve¬
enough to fit into their busy Bates rou¬
ment, would like to see even more of
tine. They want the competitive edge
a campus-wide awareness, and she
but not at the varsity level for what¬
targeted the JAs and the RCs as key
ever reasons they may have."
components in this process. But over¬
Sporcic and Marchildon added
all, Deschaine sees no major problems
hockey to the winter program this
with the program design.
year, but it did not go as well as they
The director and coordinators
had anticipated, even with the excite¬
have been very open to new ideas, and
ment over the new rink. Deschaine
currently offer such things as
attributes the disappointing turnout
raquetball, tennis tournaments, innerto the fact that they didn't know when
tube polo, and perhaps a spring road
the rink would be ready, how much
race this year.
interest would be expressed, or
So where is the intramural pro¬
whether they would run it with or
gram headed? Spring softball, which
without equipment. Sporcic and
begins the week following April
Marchildon noted that there was a lot
break, is the next big thing. The spring
of interest at the first meeting, but stu¬
program has always had a lot of par¬
dents never really followed through
ticipation, mainly because it is more
with it. Given the nature of the sport
relaxed. There are no umpires, the
with the equipment and costs, this
program is coed, it is outside, and it is
program may take some time to really
during short term - so academic pres¬
get going. However, the faculty and
sures are alleviated. Yet, this is not a
staff team had a good turnout, which
limited offer; if there is indication and
added to the overall large amount of
support for something else then all ef¬
faculty and staff involvement in the
forts will be made to try and satisfy
intramural program.
the demand. Be thinking of your
The main focus of this year's in¬
teams, get your slow pitching arm
tramural program for the coordinators
ready, and get involved in the intra¬
was increasing student involvement
mural program. Just leave those damn
and awareness.
Sporcic and
uniforms at home.

An ominous early-morning scene for the Bates women's crew team as they
began a practice last fail.__Alex Hahn photo.

A struggling Batesie looks for the ball in the recent water polo tournament
at M.l.T. in the swirling water.
Alex Hahn photo.

Women’s polo trips
up Dartmouth
and shooting skills have improved tre¬
mendously because of the in-practice
competition."
Laura Osmansky '97 wasn't quite
The team had an hour after their
sure what she was getting into when
first game before taking on UMass.
she joined the Bates water polo club
"My eyes were really burning [from
the chlorine in the pool] after our first
game. Playing again after only an
hour break was exhausting, plus it felt
like someone had rubbed my eyes with
sandpaper," said Jen Weiers '97. "I
OLO
could barely see anything."
According to captain Gretchen
until last weekend's tournament at
Peterson '95, it didn't matter that she
MIT. "I don't know what is more vio¬
couldn't see. "The UMass game was
lent," she announced to the team in
brutal. They had some really big girls
the middle of the first game, "hockey
on their team and they played rough. I
or women's water polo." With a team
thought I had taken my share of cheap
roster supplemented with nicknames
slugs and elbows in the first quarter
like "Spaz", "Killer", "Psycho", and
and then I ended up playing in the rest
"Stallion", the Bates
of the game." Bates lost 11women's team might as
7.
”1 thought I had
well be competing for the
The team's last game was
Stanley Cup.
taken my share of
against Bowdoin and went
Bates defeated Dart¬
right down to the last 16
elbows and
mouth 16-7 but lost to the
seconds. "We were down
cheap shots in
University of Massachu¬
6-4 and scored from mid¬
setts and Bowdoin at the
the first quarter,
pool," said Chenda Lor
tournament.
"Beating
'97. "Since it was our
and then I ended
Dartmouth in any sport is
score, they were given
up playing the
a thrill, but in water polo it
possession and they ran
is twice as fun," said goalie
rest of the game.”
the clock down from there.
Daniela DeLuca '97. "The
It was tough to lose by one
-Gretchen Peterson
Dartmouth coach really
point but it was a good
gets into the game and
game."
yells a lot. Sometimes he stands right
All of the team members carry this
behind our goal- it's very annoying.
positive attitude. "A lot of people
He really hates to lose so it was nice to
don't even know that Bates has a water
see him sweat a little on Saturday."
polo team," commented Katie Barnas
Bates Coach Pedro Gutierrez was
'98. "We are constantly educating
almost overwhelmed with the team's
people about the sport and answering
performance during their first game.
questions about the game." Questions
"We had to go into 'code red' [the
are commonly directed toward the
team has to pass the ball at least three
rules of the game and how to tread
times before shooting on goal] with
water. The team is also regularly asked
five minutes left in the fourth quarterwhere they keep the horses.
we've never had to go into 'code red'
Water polo is described by the
against Dartmouth." Gutierrez at¬
team as "more than a full contact
tributes the women's improvements
sport." Players must be ready to sprint
to their dedication in the fall season.
at any moment and tread water any
"The fall is mostly for the men," said
time they aren't swimming after the
Gutierrez, "but the women came to
ball. "It is a tough game," said Katie
every practice. Playing against the
McCann '97. "But fun, too. If you can
men really pushed the women and
swim, you should try it."
made them work hard. Their passing
BY Rebecca Grossberg
Staff Reporter
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Sports

Snowshoers take
on the dreaded 10K
Not wanting to feel like total losers,
however, we gear up and prepare for
Todd Thedinga
racing the course as bandits (racers
Here it is. The first detailed ac¬
who don't pay the entrance fee).
count of the preparation for and par¬
9:55 a.m. Oberle drags Dinger out
ticipation in the first annual Western
of the woods from the last pre-race
vomiting session. Ashen-white and
Maine Snowshoe Challenge. This
shaking uncontrollably, Dinger thanks
Oberle for the support and we head
out on our 10 kilometer journey.
9:58 a.m. One more vomiting ses¬
sion allows Dinger to relieve himself of
anything that remains in his stomach
from the previous night, plus his liver,
spleen and small intestine.
10:18 a.m. Three kilometers down
event was suited perfectly for Bates
and we're not quite sure why we're
Nordic skiers senior Todd "what the¬
doing this. It feels like a cross between
sis?" Thedinga and freshman Chris¬
a wisdom tooth extraction and a lotian Oberle. Here's an extensive de¬
botomy with a butter knife, dental
scription of their experience.
floss and a chainsaw. So now we're
9:00 p.m. The night was moist.
psyched that we feel pretty good, and
The night was humid. It was the
this isn't going to be any worse than
evening before the race, and we began
your typical Nordic ski race.
to discuss our carboloading activities
10:35 a.m. At the six kilometer
for the night. This was not to be taken
mark, we trade places at the front of
lightly. Our preparation for the first
the pack for a while. Dinger, Oberle.
Annual Western Maine Snowshoe
Oberle, Dinger.
Dinger, Oberle,
Challenge would consist of plentiful
Dinger. The normally icy terrain is not
amounts of Dinger's Own Octane 222
a problem for us since we
Homebrew (7% alcohol by
have sharp metal claws
volume). Not wanting to
Snowshoeing
is
like
attached to the bottom of
tire our legs from a long
our snowshoes. The use
walk to the Silo, we based
walking on water,
of the claws might have
our pre-race operations out
because you're
been unethical, but totally
of Village Two. Here we
legal. It was kind of like
always out of
could mentally prepare for
that feeling you got when
what would surely be a
control, but that’s
you
brutally tripped
painfully grueling night¬
OK,
because
you
someone
in a soccer game
mare the next morning. Af¬
but
the
ref
didn't see.
float above
ter we prepared ourselves
10:53
a.m.
The end is
both mentally and physi¬
everything.
in
sight.
We
are
100% in
cally (courtesy of Octane
Psychoville, and Finkle's
222), we would have to
the mayor. We have now
stray no further than the
dropped back to sixth and seventh po¬
Silo for the annual pre-race tacky
sition, and we feel as if we have just
party. The rest is history.
had our appendix removed with a
7 a.m. Oberle's alarm goes off.
staple gun. Pearl Jam blasts over the
7:30 a.m. Oberle's alarm goes off
PA system. The announcer screams,
again.
"It's Chris Ob-Bearl from Bates College
8 a.m. Oberle finally gets out of
making a strong finish. He was in first,
bed, and with a look of sheer horror
but then again, so was his friend Todd
on his face, thinks, "My god, what IS
The Dinga behind him. Oh no! Oh no!
that thing next to me?"
What's going on?!" Dinger acciden¬
8:05 a.m. Oberle pulls a coyote
tally steps on Oberle's calf, bringing
and gnaws his arm off in order to get
him down like a vagrant water buffalo.
away unsuspected. He grabs his
He hits the ground hard and watches
snowshoes and heads over to Village
Dinger prance across the finish line.
Two where he finds Dinger sleeping
Crawling to the finish line, Oberle then
in a pool of his own vomit. This estab¬
gets attacked by a small pack of dogs
lished the tone for the entire day.
who are loitering around the finish sta¬
9:20 a.m. The day is moist. After
dium.
stopping to pick up a prosthetic arm
11:02 a.m. Post race. We review
for Oberle at Shaws, we arrive at Sun¬
the
experience.
All in all, we give it a
day River in a hung over delirium.
thumbs
up.
Snowshoeing
is like
We inspect the course extremely
you're
walking
on
water,
because
closely, examining the snow structure,
you're always out of control, but that's
topographical data, geographical his¬
okay, because you float above every¬
tory, anthropological background of
thing. The claws give you traction, the
all our ancestors, and basically any¬
shoes give you stability. The beer
thing that will justify our dropping
gives you speed. The race? The race is
out of the race. After it is revealed that
like a superficial bullet wound: You
Dinger's mother's uncle's father's
know it is going to hurt and it is going
brother's wife once played backgam¬
to take a while to heal, but then again,
mon with Oberle's eighth cousin twice
you know you're not going to die.
removed, it is decided that dangerous
Which is perhaps the worst part of all.
icy conditions warrant abandoning of¬
ficial entry in the 10 kilometer race.
BY Christian Oberle and

Crossed snowshoes raise many existential questions, many of which are
answered in the article to the left.
Alex Hahn Photo

Rowers yearn for spring
Continued from Page 16, Column 2
team stands to make over $4000 from
the past weekend's activities. Unlike
many of the teams the Bobcats com¬
pete against, the Bates crew team is
only considered a club sport at Bates,
and therefore must earn money to
help support the program, which has
to pay for travel to at least six regattas
this year.
When asked about the prospect
of crew gaining varsity status at
Bates, Fowler noted, "All we can do is
hope for it. Our coach has been push¬
ing hard for it, but all we can really do
is perform well and act responsibly."
The new increase in interest in crew,
as evidenced by the great size of this
year's team, should also help the
team's push for varsity status. Al¬

though the women have little trouble
finding rowers, it is often harder for
the men to find rowers. Fowler noted,
"It seems as though guys are less open
to trying a sport they did not play in
high school, unlike the girls, and it is
often hard to find heavy weights be¬
cause of their size."
Although the Bobcats have not set
any specific goals for this season, they
are hoping to compete strongly in the
spring's two biggest Regattas, the Dad
Vails and the New England Champi¬
onship. From early season indica¬
tions, it is safe to guess that this year's
team, which is stellar from the novices
all the way up through the varsity,
will surpass last year's first-rate per¬
formances and row themselves into
some first place finishes and, hope¬
fully, recognition as a varsity pro¬
gram.

Pucksters end on high note
Continued from Page 16, Column 4
But this is a transitional year: we were
able to practice five or six times a
week, and Tim and I, along with the
coaches, have tried to emphasize the
importance of the rink, and not the
problems that we've had."
This emphasis seems to have
worked as the team emerged with a
consistently strong record this season.
"Last year we started strong, but it
was hard to keep up at a consistently
high level. We are a club sport and all
the winter breaks we have tend to
break up our season; it's also hard be¬
cause we loose players to spring
sports. This season, though, we came
back to do really well," stated
Weinberg. Heidemann and Weinberg
both described the team's first road
trip to Lyndon, Vermont, as one of the
events that successfully brought the
team together and helped them get
out of a slump.
Heidemann's said, "We lost the
first game we played against Lyndon,
but came back to beat them the next

night. The place [where] we stayed
wasn't that great, and the guys we
played weren't that friendly. It was a
weekend of cohesiveness, though, and
ever since the trip there has been a
marked difference in our style of
play."
Another high point of the season
involved the second match-up be¬
tween the Bobcats and Colby's White
Mules. "They [Colby] had beaten us
12-3 a few weeks before Christmas
break. We had only lost one game at
that point, so the loss kind of brought
us down," related Weinberg. "But we
turned around and beat them 12-5,
scoring two goals within the first
twenty seconds when we played them
last week. There's such a huge grudge
match between us that it is a great vic¬
tory when we beat Colby." The young,
talented players that distinguished
themselves in the MM A game plus the
guidance of eight-year veteran
coaches Yvon Pellerin and Jamey
Bourgoin seem to be pointing the team
in the direction of another positive
season.

The Arts
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‘More letters to the Tditor

Coordinator of Multicultural Affairs responds to Student article
To The Bates Student and The College
Community
As Coordinator of Multicultural
Affairs, I feel compelled to respond in
part to the very problematic article in
last week's edition, "Multicultural
Center not a panacea for diversity's
ills". The position of Coordinator of
Multicultural Affairs includes the re¬
sponsibility of coordinating the
Multicultural Center. It would not be
productive to criticize each specific bi¬
ased angle and formation of the ar¬
ticle. I do believe the Bates community
can recognize the sensationalism ex¬
hibited through the choice of titles,

graphs, arrangement of sections, utili¬
zation of statistics, and chosen lan¬
guage throughout the piece. I wish to
clarify the varied functions and activi¬
ties of the Multicultural Center that
were misrepresented in the article.
The survey results and anony¬
mous quotes suggest that some do not
understand the purpose and vision of
the Multicultural Center. One ex¬
ample of this was the statement,
"Those groups that occupy the
Multicultural Center ought to try and
accept all Bates students and staff.
'Welcoming' is not a term I would at¬
tach to the Center." I would find it
more constructive to hear the explana-

The original conception
To the Editor,
Recent public discussions of the
purpose and accomplishments of the
Multicultural Center have obscured
the important aspects of why the
Multicultural Center was conceived
originally and what we envision for
its future. Perhaps the one year anni¬
versary is an important moment to
revisit those objectives.
When the Office of the Dean of
Students submitted to the President a
proposal to establish a multicultural
center (a proposal which was formu¬
lated with students), we identified
several principal objectives. First, we
sought an opportunity for non-ma¬
jority students to interact with one
another. Second, we believed the
space would permit support groups
for cultural organizations to meet
with ease and comfort to help orient
their members to the larger commu¬
nity. Third, we sought a location in
which cultural traditions and back¬
grounds of non-majority groups
would be celebrated. Fourth, we
identified the need to house library
resources, large group discussions,
offices, small meeting rooms, and
study and social spaces.
Overall, it was our strong convic¬
tion and that of students involved in
the planning that by enhancing the
expression of varying cultural identi¬

ties through programs, a library, and a
gallery of displays, the Center would
significantly strengthen the ongoing
development
of
the
college
community's respect for and celebra¬
tion of diversity.
On all counts we believe the
Multicultural Center has been enor¬
mously successful, recognizing that it
has not as yet realized its full potential
nor will it for quite some time to come.
We have never expected that this Cen¬
ter could or should carry the onerous
mantle of curing all our "diversity's
ills."
The Coordinator of Multicultural
Affairs, Melanie Mala Ghosh, and the
organizations affiliated with the Cen¬
ter have our Office's praise and in¬
debtedness for their dedication to
catalyzing vital discussions on these
matters. These efforts have been quite
numerous as evidenced by the varied
programs listed in the Bates Daily and
in announcements around the campus
across the year. The entire Bates com¬
munity has a responsibility to explore
the range of issues and insights that
the programming initiatives have
brought about, both in and outside of
the Center.
The Multicultural
Center's doors are open; one needs
only to cross the threshold.
Office of the Dean of Students

tions, stories, and context from which
these conclusions have developed. I
find it ironic that some find the
Multicultural Center intimidating,
unwelcoming, or exclusive. The Cen¬
ter was created and still remains open
to everyone. The long, long-term goal
of the Multicultural Center is to make
the entire community and campus
aware and welcoming of people and
peoples from varying backgrounds.
One central problem is that the ar¬
ticle and students polled failed to in¬
terpret Multicultural Center events as
being held outside the actual house.
Programs in the form of exhibits, the¬
ater, lectures, workshops, readings,
forums, and parties are executed
throughout the campus in various lo¬
cations. I would venture to say that a
large majority of students polled and
not polled have at least once attended
an event sponsored by an organiza¬
tion directly affiliated with the Center
(i.e. TRIAD, Cherrie Moraga, Dith
Pran, Busride to Heaven, and many
more). These activities are often con¬
structed and sponsored by specific or¬
ganizations, although sometimes with
collaborative efforts creatively and fi¬
nancially. The majority of events may
be planned in the lounges and offices
of the house, yet occur elsewhere. This
relates to the purpose of a Center,
which is not to have educational, so¬
cial, and cultural events in one physi¬
cal or spiritual space, but to reach out
in a variety of ways.
The Multicultural Center serves to
act not only as a physical space, but as
a center from which cultural expres¬
sion radiates through the entire cam¬
pus for the entire campus. The Center
acts as a catalyst throughout campus
by initiating discussions relevant to
the vision of multiculturalism, such as
discrimination in all manifestations.
Activities and events that are gener¬
ated from both the Center and the af¬
filiated organizations explore intellec¬
tual, social, cultural, political, and
spiritual backgrounds not found in

the mainstream environment. The art
exhibits, various displays, and grow¬
ing resource room have a large impact
by demonstrating the true diversity of
the Multicultural Center.
Presently the organizations di¬
rectly affiliated with the Center are
Amandla!, Jewish Cultural Commu¬
nity, Sangai Asia, Women's Action
Coalition,
International
Club,
Solidaridad Latina, and the Gay, Les¬
bian Bisexual Alliance. Individuals,
departments, student organizations,
staff departments, and individuals
have been utilizing not only the facil¬
ity, but also attending and creating the
programs. This is an important fact to
remember, so there is no misunder¬
standing that a wide range of indi¬
viduals from a vast scope of economic,
ethnic, gender, national, racial, reli¬
gious, and sexual backgrounds are in¬
volved in the Multicultural Center.
The multidimensional essence of
the Multicultural Center provides a
welcoming setting for non-majority
students.
Students
from
underrepresented, misrepresented, si¬
lenced, proudly undefined/defined
identities and cultures need a space
and time to explore issues and lived
realities. Building a strong base for
networking, developing projects, and
informal support systems has been in¬
valuable for individuals and organiza¬
tions.
This is a brief and general over¬
view of the Multicultural Center's
functions. The Multicultural Center
embodies an evolving reality and a vi¬
sion. Both need to be simultaneously
explored by the entire community.
Hopefully, individuals who claim to
be "uninformed", as well as The Bates
Student in future articles, will push
beyond the surface in this exploration.
Sincerely,
Melanie Mala Ghosh
Coordinator of Multicultural Affairs

The letters printed on this page arrived at The Bates Student office after
our Wednesday deadline. Therefore, we were unable to fit them into the
Forum section with the rest of our letters this week. It is essential that all
letters meet the criterion designated in the staff box. Arrangements for late
submissions may be made only with the Forum editor, Jeremy
Breningstall.

1995 Summer Innkeeper Position in Brunswick, Maine
The Samuel Newman House Bed & Breakfast adjacent to Bowdoin College
in Brunswick, Maine, is seeking a friendly, responsible, and self-directed
person or persons for the position of innkeeper(s) for the summer season
(May 24-August 24).
Duties include: greeting guests, making and serving a home-baked conti¬
nental breakfast (muffins, scones, etc.), shopping, cleaning & basic mainte¬
nance, taking reservations, & keeping household accounts. The salary con¬
sists of a base monthly rate, free room, and a percentage of the inn’s profits.
Owning a car is helpful, but not essential. Because of the select nature of
the clientele, college education or degree is highly preferable, as is similar
inn experience. Skill in preparing a homemade continental breakfast is es¬
pecially important.
Send resume to:
Professor Guenter Rose
The Samuel Newman House Bed & Breakfast
7 South St.
Brunswick, Maine 04011
or FAX: (313)971-4562
or email: Guenter Rose@um.cc.umich.edu NO LATER THAN APRIL 10
Interviews of chosen candidates will be on Saturday, April 15 @ the Samuel
Newman House.
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TANNING

95 Cent Drafts
Burger & Pitcher

$2.00 for every 15 min.
Get tan before break!!

$4.50
Starting at 6 pm

We're right next door!!

The Bates Student, Friday, March 24, 1995

Q on the Q

question on the quad
" If you woke up one morning and realized you
were the Dean of Students, what would you do?"
Spuw-

\

^Grant myself an
extension on my tkesis.”
—Mike Alef ‘95

“Buy myself a new suit.”
—Ben Mini ‘97

“Skave, kiss Bok goodbye
and pack Noak a lunck.”
— Fakam Raskid ‘96

Reported by Ed Goldin and Scott Rickard

“Put tke Goose on tke meal
1
n
plan.
—Nancy Bakey '95
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Northwestern
Summer Session ’95

For a free copy of the Summer Session ’95
catalog, call 1-800-FINDS NU (in Illinois, call

Made in the
shade.
It’s not always possible to do everything

Noteworthy in ’95: Field schools in

you’d like to do. Too many interests, too

archaeology, environmental studies,

few hours in the day, too few weeks in the

ethnography, and urban studies and a

term. Fortunately, Northwestern’s

six-week program in Prague.

708-491-5250), fax your request to
708-491-3660, e-mail your request to
summer95@nwu.edu, or mail this coupon to
Summer Session ’95, 2115 North Campus Drive,
Suite 162, Evanston, Illinois 60208-2650.
Send the catalog to O my home O my school.
Name
School Address

Summer Session gives you a chance to
catch up, or get ahead of the game. You

For more information, please call

City

can earn a lull year’s credit in chemistry,

1-800-FINDS NU.

Home Address

physics, or a language in eight or nine

City

State

Zip

State

Zip

weeks. After a summer at Northwestern
you'll have it made—in the shade.

Northwestern is an equal opportunity, affirmative action educator and employer.

